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Research Question:

How much will the Apple Watch disrupt traditional watchmakers at the midtier and
high end of the market?

Silo Summaries

Summary of Findings

1) Watch Manufacturers



Apple Inc.’s (AAPL) Apple Watch will challenge the midtier ($2,000
or less) traditional watchmakers for share following its April 24
launch, according to 16 of 23 sources. Upper-tier watchmakers
are unlikely to see their sales or share affected by the new device.



Midtier companies expected to be pressured by the Apple Watch
include Swatch Group S.A. (VTX:UHR/SWX:UHRN), Compagnie
Financière Richemont S.A.’s (JSE:CFR) lower-end watches, LVMH
Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE (LVMUY), Citizen Holdings Co.
Ltd. (TYO:7762), Casio Computer Co. Ltd. (TYO:6952) and Seiko
Holdings Corp. (TYO:8050).



In an effort to compete in this new smartwatch category, some
traditional watchmakers are adding smart features, offering
connected watches, and partnering with technology companies.



Most sources expect the launch to be a typical Apple success
although Watch sales are not expected to reach iPhone levels.
The company’s strong brand, large customer base and effective
marketing will drive initial sales. Still, the Watch’s long-term
success could be challenged by the depreciation and short life of
tech-based products and the lack of a must-have app.



Traditional watchmakers expect the typical Apple Watch buyer to
be younger, tech-oriented and new to watches. The industry hopes
this consumer will then become interested in luxury watches.



About 90% of the 151 traditional watch wearers responding to
Blueshift Research’s SurveyMonkey poll do not expect to buy an
Apple Watch, but 66% said an Apple Watch purchase would
reduce or eliminate the likelihood of buying a traditional watch
this year.

Apple Watch

Will Disrupt
High-end
Watchmakers

Will Disrupt
Midtier
Watchmakers

Will Have a
Successful
Launch

Manufacturers
Sales/Marketing Pros
for Watch Companies
App Developers, Tech
Industry Professionals
Industry Specialists

Seven of eight sources think the Apple Watch will
challenge the midprice traditional watch market for
share. LVMH’s TAG Heuer, the lower end of Richemont’s
Cartier, Swatch’s Baume & Mercier and entry-level
Omega products, Citizen, Casio, Breitling S.A., Maurice
Lacroix and Weiss Watch could see share losses.
However, the high end of the traditional watch market will
experience limited share encroachment by the Apple
Watch. Some traditional watchmakers are experimenting
with offering smart features.

2) Sales and Marketing Professionals for Traditional
Watch Companies
Six of eight sources expect the midtier watch market to
be challenged somewhat by the Apple Watch. One
believes enough business exists for all players, while the
final source said the Apple Watch and traditional watches
are two different products. Swatch brands (including
Tissot), Seiko, Citizen, Casio, Enicar and Titoni, as well as
wearable tech products from TomTom Polar Electro and
Garmin all will face competition from the Apple Watch.
Traditional watchmakers are adding some smart features
as a result. The publicity being generated by the Apple
Watch is a positive for the watch industry overall.

3) App Developers and Tech Industry Professionals
Three of these four sources do not expect the Apple
Watch to significantly affect traditional watchmakers’
market share. The remaining source thinks the
midmarket will be vulnerable to share losses if the Apple
Watch can offer unique designs and convenience.
Traditional watchmakers are adapting to what one source
called a new watch category by adding smart features.
The source forecasting midmarket success for the Apple
Watch said the company may license the OS to traditional
watchmakers if its watch sales end up struggling.

4) Industry Specialists
Market share losses are likely for midprice traditional
watchmakers, according to two of these three sources;
one expects Seiko, Citizen, Binda Italia’s Breil, and
Swatch’s Hamilton and Longines brands to be at risk. The
third source represents the fashion industry and thinks
the Apple Watch will struggle because the fashion and
luxury markets are not a part of the Apple culture. Also,
the Watch lacks a “killer” app to propel it beyond Apple
fans. Some watchmakers are using its introduction to
become more innovative. Frederique Constant, Alpina,
Breitling and LVMH’s Bulgari have all introduced
connected watches or watches with smart features.
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Background
The wearable technology market is growing at a 35% CAGR and will be worth an estimated $12.6 billion by 2018. Wristbands
lead today’s consumer segment of the wearable tech market, accounting for 60% of all sales, but smartwatches soon will
account for more than half of this segment by 2018. The Apple Watch, due for release in April, will lead the herd but also will
face a glut of competition, mostly from Chinese smartphone makers that hope to price their smartwatches for less than $50.
Still, cheap smartwatches may not appeal to consumers in developed countries who purchase watches to convey status.
Blueshift Research’s January Trends Tracker survey found 40% of respondents were likely to adopt wearable tech in the next
three months, a 530 basis-point jump quarter to quarter that was represented by all age groups. Sources in Blueshift’s Jan.
21 report on Under Armour Inc. (UA) expected the company’s wearable tech acquisitions to better positioned it against Nike
Inc. (NKE).
Some consumer wearables have been dropping off after being perceived as gimmicky and ephemeral, but smartwatches,
medical tech wearables, and the semiconductor companies that produce wearable components are still poised for strong
growth. A recent study found that the wearable semiconductor market will reach $9 billion by 2019, growing at a CAGR of
30%, and that healthcare wearable devices will account for nearly 50% of that market.
Blueshift’s Sept. 12, 2014, wearable technology report found health/fitness devices and applications were the market’s
growth drivers, but smartwatches, medical and enterprise apps, data management, data analytics and textiles were expected
to be future catalysts. Other than the Apple Watch, sources were unclear which wearable device would be the next must-have
item. Instead, companies involved with wearable chips, sensors and data management often were cited as likely winners.
Sources asserted that the real value with wearable devices was the data they produced.

Current Research
In this next study, Blueshift Research assessed whether the Apple Watch would disrupt the market for midtier and higher-end
traditional watchmakers. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish six independent silos, comprising 23 primary
sources (including two repeat sources), a SurveyMonkey poll of 151 U.S. consumers who wear traditional wristwatches, and
seven relevant secondary sources focused on the high-end and midtier traditional watch markets as well as the smartwatch
category:
1) Watch manufacturers (8)
2) Sales and marketing professionals for traditional watch companies (8)
3) App developers and tech industry professionals (4)
4) Industry specialists (3)
5) SurveyMonkey poll (151 respondents)
6) Secondary sources (7)

Next Steps
Blueshift Research will monitor the Apple Watch’s effects on traditional watchmakers and determine which companies stand
to gain or lose share given the market’s changing direction. We also plan to gauge consumer response to the smart features
being introduced by traditional watchmakers.

Silos
1) Watch Manufacturers
Seven of eight sources think the Apple Watch will challenge the midprice traditional watch market for share. LVMH’s TAG
Heuer, the lower end of Richemont’s Cartier, Swatch’s Baume & Mercier and entry-level Omega products, Citizen, Casio,
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Breitling S.A., and Maurice Lacroix could see share losses. However, the high end of the traditional watch market will
experience limited share encroachment by the Apple Watch. Some traditional watchmakers are experimenting with offering
smart features. Apple’s brand name, marketing expertise and strong consumer following will ensure at least short-term
success for the product. A few sources said the smartwatch category could introduce non-watch–wearing young people to the
traditional watch market. The Apple Watch initially will be sold through Apple stores as well as online and in select boutiques.
One source believes traditional watchmakers will be opposed to the Apple Watch being offered in their sales channel.

Key Silo Findings
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
- 7 of 8 expect the Apple Watch to take share from midpriced traditional watch manufacturers.
- LVMH-owned TAG Heuer, the lower end of Cartier, entry-level Omega, Citizen, Casio, Maurice Lacroix, Baume &
Mercier, and Breitling will be challenged by the Apple Watch.
- The high end of the watch industry likely will not be affected in terms of sales or share.
- Traditional watchmakers are adding smartwatch features.
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
- The Apple Watch will be successful due to the company’s brand name, marketing expertise and large customer
following.
- Sales and distribution of the Apple Watch are expected in Apple stores, online and in some select stores. Future
sales channel expansion is possible, but traditional watch channels may not be open to the device.
Expected Consumer Behavior
- Young consumers new to wearing watches are expected to be eventually introduced to the traditional watch industry.
- High-end watch buyers will not change their behavior and may buy both a traditional watch and an Apple Watch.

1) Keaton P. Myrick, U.S. independent watch manufacturer
The sub-$1,000 watch market will be cannibalized by the Apple Watch. LVMH-owned TAG Heuer and many of the
midrange Swatch-owned brands, including Omega’s entry-level options, are under threat. Outside of Switzerland, Seiko
and Citizen watches in the midrange price point also are in danger. The high-end luxury watch market, with prices over
$1,500, is safe since a mechanical watch is a completely different product to an Apple Watch. At the luxury price point,
Richemont’s Montblanc is one of the more interesting companies to respond to market changes and has introduced the
leather watch e-Strap that enables connectivity with smartphones. Worth tracking is whether Apple Watch customers are
prepared to spend a few hundred dollars every few years to update their watch.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The [under-$1,000 price range] will absolutely be affected by the Apple
Watch. … When you look at that sub-$1,000 market, you do have a lot of
options, but if you really have a discerning eye, most of those options
The [under-$1,000 price range]
become less appealing.”
will absolutely be affected by
 “The midrange market includes TAG Heuer and Omega, their entry-level
the Apple Watch. … When you
pieces. But even those companies are moving more into the higher end.
look at that sub-$1,000
Swatch owns Omega, so they have a large stake in that price point. Most of
market, you do have a lot of
the companies Swatch owns are in that [midrange] price point; they have a
genuine reason to be concerned.”
options, but if you really have a
 “It’s not just Switzerland that’s worried. Seiko, Citizen or any watch in the
discerning eye, most of those
$100 to $800 price point is [under threat]. But even if they want to react [to
options become less appealing.
the launch of the Apple Watch], they can’t react with something that
connects to the iPhone the way that Apple can.”
U.S. Independent Watch Manufacturer
 “There may even be some American companies that might be affected.
Weiss Watch Co. makes watches in the $1,200 or $1,500 range.”
 “You’re already seeing a response [from midrange manufacturers] like TAG Heuer, which is working with Google.
We’re already seeing a little bit of a flinch from that market. Citizen and Seiko are companies in very high-tech parts
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of the world, and I don’t see them taking too long to react. But you can’t react with connectivity to the iPhone; only
Apple can do that.”
 “I’ve been talking with a lot of people over the last few weeks, especially my friends who are tech people and don’t
understand the luxury watch market, who ask me whether I’m worried about [the Apple Watch]. I’m not. It’s a totally
different product.”
 “My watches start with the base model at $22,000, and some people take that with options up to about $40,000.
And then I also do some complicated pieces that can get into the six figures.”
 “I’m a techie guy, but at the end of the day I like wearing a mechanical watch. I get a certain enjoyment out of it. All
of my clients are the same way. They might buy an Apple Watch to wear around the house or in their office, but when
they go to a board meeting or to the yacht club, they’re going to wear a high-end mechanical timepiece.”
 “In general, the Apple Watch is a no-brainer for Apple; they had to move into wearable tech at some point. Whether
or not the gold version of that watch will be successful, I don’t know. I think it will. But the biggest problem I see with
the $17,000 Apple Watch is that next year the next watch is going to come out; now you have a $17,000 watch that
is literally only worth its weight in gold.”
 “People buying the $17,000 Apple Watch know that it’s going to be obsolete in a year or two, but I don’t think they’re
going to care too much.”
 “Here we have a problem that I think Montblanc has most eloquently addressed: They’ve come out with a …
deployment-type buckle that goes on your leather strap. They’ve looked at the market and decided they don’t want
their clients to buy a smartwatch, but what if they had a watch strap for their watch? Or three or four of these, where
they can get push notifications from their phone while still being able to wear the mechanical timepiece?”
 “I am not going to respond to the Apple Watch [with any smart features]. As a one-man show, there’s no way I could
invest the R&D to go that route. I’m one of only two people in the U.S. right now manufacturing and delivering
watches by hand. Most companies in the U.S. [categorized as local manufacturers] design the outer casing here, but
have their mechanisms manufactured in Switzerland.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “I have no idea about distribution, but I just assume it will be an Apple-only product just like everything else. It would
be strange for them to change it with the watch, because they’ve had the same business model since the Apple
Store came into play and it’s worked very well for them.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “[The Apple Watch] will really affect the market. Now what we need to find out is whether people will be able to justify
spending several hundred dollars on a new watch every couple of years, in the same way they are prepared to spend
$200 every couple of years on a phone and a new contract, which has become part of life.”
 “Nobody in my group of friends is ready to spend $20,000 on a watch, let alone $2,000. So 99% of the people I
come across on a daily basis want to know which watch to buy for $1,000 or less. I always tell them to buy a Citizen,
strictly because of the warranty Citizen offers, which is unmatched for anything in that price point.”
 “Now, though, [consumers] can have something that has connectivity with one of their devices, and I think it will
severely change that [midrange] market.”

2) Marketing director based in Europe for a luxury watch manufacturer
The Apple Watch likely will take share from traditional watches but particularly those in the affordable luxury segment,
which includes the lower range of Cartier’s high end. The device will be a success in the short term because of the
massive marketing campaign, the strength of the brand, Apple’s know-how, the huge anticipation, and consumer loyalty.
However, Apple’s ability to sustain such success in the long term will depend on its Watch’s adoption among Chinese
consumers. Apple should improve its designs and ensure a practical, functional device.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “Both the midrange and the high end are going to be affected, but the ones that will be most affected will be those
buying the watch, which entails a financial [stretch] on the part of the consumer.”
 “I don’t think that the Apple Watch or smartwatches in general will be able to replace a traditional watch altogether,
but Apple Watch and smartwatches to a lesser extent likely will take some share.”
 “The Apple Watch will also affect the high-end market and take some share of the more affordable watches within
this high-end segment. I think it will also affect Cartier … not the super-expensive Cartier watch but the more
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affordable end of its lines. … If Cartier were affected, then it is likely that
[Cartier] would go [higher] in the [price] range and try to introduce watches
I don’t think that the Apple
that are even more exclusive and selective.”
Watch or smartwatches in
 “However … the impact of the Apple Watch in the medium to long term
general will be able to replace a
really remains to be seen. Remember when Casio was introduced in the
market with its digital watches in the 1970s? Everybody wanted to have
traditional watch altogether,
that type of watch. It actually took market share from the luxury watch
but
Apple
Watch
and
sector. It really affected the watch industry in general, but after a while it
smartwatches to a lesser
proved to be a bit of a fad. After that it made us concentrate more on our
extent likely will take some
strengths: status, prestige. We realized that people wanted to have
exclusivity, which a Casio watch wouldn’t be able to give.”
share.
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
Marketing Director
 “The Apple Watch will be widely adopted at the beginning because they
European Luxury Watch Manufacturer
have Apple behind them with very powerful marketing and advertising
strategies and with an amazing ability to create a new need or habit in
consumers. Apple’s marketing campaign is massive both to the final consumer but also at a business-to-business
level. Everybody is talking about them in the industry at the moment.”
 “Apple will be a success in the short term also because of the buzz and anticipation they always manage to create in
the market every time they launch a product, and the fact that there will be many people who will buy the Apple
Watch just because it is by Apple. However, it remains to be seen whether [the Apple Watch] will be here to stay. …
Apple was successful in creating the need for the tablet, but I don’t think that [the tablet] will be a product that will
stay for a long time. The same could happen with the Apple Watch.”
 “[Apple] will definitely sell as many as they say in 2015. They have great
market research departments that know what’s possible, and their
The impact of the Apple Watch
marketing know-how is phenomenal. But their longer-term success will also
in the medium to long term
very much depend on whether they will succeed in China. I mean both
really remains to be seen. Their
internal demand in China but also demand from Chinese people with high
disposable incomes who are eager to consume luxury goods when traveling
longer-term success will also
around the world to the major tourist destinations. In Europe, most sales
very much depend on whether
come from them, not from Europeans or North Americans.”
they will succeed in China.
 “Aesthetically, I think there is room for improvement with it. I personally
don’t think that they are that attractive although I am sure they will improve.
Marketing Director
European Luxury Watch Manufacturer
They are too big and thick. I know they are trying to introduce it as a fashion
article, but if that is the case, they need to improve this for it to sustain their
success in the longer run. Also … I am not sure about how practical it is the Apple Watch is not fully autonomous. …
You would need to have your iPhone or your Tablet near it for it to be fully operational.”
 “The Apple Watch’s success will depend not so much on price but on its functionality, on whether Apple manages to
create a need in us for that functionality.”
 “Apple Watches will be introduced through their Apple stores to start with and in some very exclusive department
stores. I don’t think they will target the more traditional watch retailers, at least not in the short term. Shop
assistants at traditional watch shops have a different background. … They don’t tend to know a lot about technology.
Also, they … wouldn’t fit with the trendy and fashion-oriented young people Apple is trying to target.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “High-end consumers tend to have more than one watch.”
 “There will always be demand for the very high-end luxury; this will continue. People may buy fewer of those but more
expensive [watches].”

3) Luxury brand director for a luxury watch manufacturer
The very high end of the watch market will not be affected by the Apple Watch launch, but the device will partially
cannibalize the lower end of the high-end market as well as the midtier market. More traditional watchmakers will start to
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incorporate smart features and applications into their timepieces. The Apple Watch very likely will succeed and will meet
the company’s sales projections, thanks to its aggressive marketing campaign as well as significant resources.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The Apple Watch is likely to cannibalize the more affordable end of the
luxury watch market. This will comprise brands like [Swatch’s] Longines,
The Apple Watch is likely to
Maurice Lacroix, Omega, TAG Heuer, etc. In other words, the ones that I
cannibalize
the
more
expect to be affected are those in what we call the ‘affordable luxury’
affordable end of the luxury
category … the ‘newer’ brands in the market.”
watch
market.
This
will
 “Today, mid-March, I don’t think that the smartwatches will affect this very
high end of the market. The Swiss high-end watch manufacturing sector is
comprise
brands
like
very protected. They are great exporters, and there is a lot of lobbying
[Swatch’s] Longines, Maurice
behind it.”
Lacroix, Omega, TAG Heuer,
 “I have already started seeing traditional watchmakers add smart features,
etc. In other words, the ones
not massively but some have started to attempt to include new smart
applications in still a timid way. However, whether Apple Watches end up
that I expect to be affected are
motivating this in a massive way will very much depend on whether the
those in what we call the
Apple Watch or smartwatches end up being able to introduce an application
‘affordable luxury’ category …
that becomes so attractive that everybody will have to have it.”
the ‘newer’ brands in the
 “Apart from the very high-end traditional manufacturers like Vacheron
market.
Constantin and Jaeger-LeCoultre [both owned by Richemont], all traditional
watch manufacturers will in one way or another be affected by the incursion
Luxury Brand Director
of Apple in their domains. It is likely to take share from the midrange and
Luxury Watch Manufacturer
from the lower end of their really top-end watches.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “I expect the Apple Watch to be fairly widely adopted and become another successful Apple product because of its
tremendous knowledge of the market, very powerful marketing techniques but, most of all, the popularity and good
name of its products. … Apple consumers are really loyal to the brand. Ten years ago nobody would have thought
that smartphones were going to become so key in our daily lives. … Apple was responsible for creating that need in
us. I have no doubt they have the capacity to do the same with their Apple Watch.”
 “Apple will be obviously start selling its smartwatches through their own Apple stores and perhaps selected
department stores. I don’t think that they will enter the traditional watch channel, at least not in the short term. The
shop assistants in this type of retail shop don’t have the knowledge or the training on technical issues of an
electronic watch.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “Those in the high end of the market are likely to buy an Apple Watch alongside a more traditional one because each
will play a role and have a different function. If the Apple Watch starts establishing itself, it is likely that high-end
consumers will use it on a daily basis. But for more elegant and formal occasions, they would use their more
traditional Rolex.”

4) Executive at a high-end luxury watch manufacturer in Switzerland
The Apple Watch will disrupt midrange watch brands, which must bring something new or smarter to their product lines.
However, the high-end watch market will experience no disruption. Apple will succeed in selling large quantities of its
watch, especially to first adopters, but the Apple Watch is unlikely to be as successful as the iPhone, which initially was
subsidized by cell phone operators. Apple is expected to sell its watches in its own retail stores, especially since it has
hired Angela Ahrendts from Burberry to revamp the retail product. The Apple Watch could influence millennials to start
wearing watches, which would be a positive for the industry.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “For some brands, it will definitely take some market share because price-wise and age-wise, it’s right on their turf.
For brands like TAG Heuer, Baume & Mercier, even Breitling, they will be hit because they have watches that cost
less than $1,000.”
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“On the other side of the spectrum, however, brands like Audemars Piguet, Patek [Philippe S.A.] and [Richemont’s]
Vacheron [will not] be affected. The people who buy those products are more knowledgeable. They’re buying
something not to tell the time but because they understand the craftsmanship and the history.”
 “The brands that will be affected have already started trying to catch up. TAG has announced a partnership with Intel
and Google. Montblanc is in a strange position trying to create a wrist strap/bracelet. Some brands will try to bring
something new or smarter to their product line. The other brands at the tip of the pyramid will not be doing so.”
 “For the midrange, however, it’s a matter of survival. Otherwise they’ll lose market share.”
 “The Apple Watch is not really a watch. It’s just another screen for my phone. Everything the Apple Watch can do, I
can do with my phone. And I need to have the phone in my pocket to use the watch. The Apple Watch is also not
waterproof, and the battery life is next to nothing. That’s where the midrange watch brands could have an edge
depending on the products they will launch.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “If you define ‘successful’ as selling quantities, I think Apple will achieve
The brands that will be affected
that. They will sell a lot.”
have already started trying to
 “The phones were initially subsidized by the operators, which will not be the
case here. The watch is something expendable, and in one year they’ll
catch up. TAG has announced a
launch a new one. It wasn’t a problem for the phone because people could
partnership with Intel and
renew their plan and get a new phone for free after two years. With a watch,
Google. Montblanc is in a
people may not be willing to pay to renew it every year or two years.”
strange position trying to create
 “The model for the watch is actually more similar to the iPad or iPod than to
a wrist strap/bracelet. Some
the iPhone. People don’t trade those up as often.”
 “I don’t think the Apple Watch will be sold in traditional watch channels
brands will try to bring
because Apple products are sold in Apple stores. They also sold the iPhone
something new or smarter to
in select department stores when they first launched it, but then they pulled
their product line. The other
it and started selling it at their own retail stores.”
brands at the tip of the pyramid
 “Apple just hired Angela Ahrendts from Burberry, and she’s expected to
revamp the retail product at Apple. I don’t think they will be giving the watch
will not be doing so.
away.”
Executive, High-end Luxury Watch
Expected Consumer Behavior
Manufacturer, Switzerland
 “People can have two watches. They have multiple watches even now, and
they switch them out depending on their mood or what they’re wearing.”
 “I don’t think consumers will be divided by age but rather by personality. People who are younger in spirit and drawn
to innovation, if they have $1,000 to buy a watch … they will buy the Apple Watch. But if, for example, they work in a
more classic or traditional environment, in a bank or a law office, they will buy a TAG or a Longines. Personality and
the use people have for a watch will be the deciding factors, especially after the first adopters. And in the end it’s
about how deep your pockets are. People who can afford it will buy an Apple Watch just to be first adopters.”
Miscellaneous
 “The biggest effect on the traditional watch industry is the impact the Apple Watch can have on younger people who
are not used to wearing watches. … With the Apple Watch, we may start a trend for that generation to wear watches
again. That’s a positive effect that may happen in the future.”


5) Executive for major watchmaker in China
The Apple Watch will take share in the electronic watch market, including from Casio and Citizen. The high-end watch
market will not be affected. Traditional watchmakers, including this source’s company, will not add smart features and
apps to their watches. The Apple Watch will be hard-pressed to become widely adopted and a successful Apple product;
also, selling an average 23 million watches is unrealistic. Many traditional watch distributors will not be interested in
selling the Apple Watch.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “When Casio and Citizen just entered China a few years ago, the customers were crazy to buy them, but now their
sales are very stable and flat. I think the Apple Watch will gain market share from these companies. The traditional
Swiss watch will not be impacted.”
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“The high-end watch market will not be affected. Customers who like traditional watches will continue to buy one or
more of those, but they also may buy a smartwatch.”
 “Mechanical products and digital products are totally different things. Swatch has had no big development in recent
years because it is too conservative, and it lost market share to Japanese electronic watches. That’s why it will
launch new products with smart functions, in order to follow the fashion
trend closely. However, traditional watches will not add smart features and
apps in their watches.”
When Casio and Citizen just
 “Our company has no plan to add smart features to our watches. Currently,
entered China a few years ago,
our business is good. … To assemble a watch is a very complex project. …
the customers were crazy to
We will only focus on our current product lines.”
buy them, but now their sales
 “Our distributors haven’t given us any feedback about how to compete with
smartwatches. In my opinion, good watch distributors will not sell
are very stable and flat. I think
smartwatches.”
the Apple Watch will gain
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
market share from these
 “It will be difficult for the Apple Watch to be widely adopted and become
companies. The traditional
another successful Apple product. The watch industry and the digital
Swiss watch will not be
product industry are totally different worlds.”
 “I don’t know if Apple will expand sales and distribution to include the
impacted.
traditional watch sales channel. But I believe at least half of traditional
Executive, Major Watchmaker, China
watch distributors are not interested in selling the Apple Watch even if it
wants to expand.”
 “It is very possible that the Apple Watch and other smartwatches will be sold side by side with traditional watches. It
more like to open a new Apple store. It definitely will bring more foot traffic. However, I think customers will not really
consider buying a smartwatch in a traditional watch store.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “The Apple Watch will be a good gift for young people who like to follow fashion. Traditional watches are more
expensive; their target customers are different. Consumers’ behavior will depend on their buying ability.”
 “In China, customers’ favorite watches are Swiss watches. High-end customers may buy an Apple Watch for its
fashionable design because it will not be expensive for them. Midrange watch consumers will not buy the Apple
Watch because it is not a cheap product.”


6) Digital strategist at a Swiss luxury watch manufacturer
The Apple Watch will not disrupt the very high end of the luxury watch market. It will require regular updates and will
become obsolete after a short time. However, midrange and fashion watches could suffer market share losses. The Apple
name is so powerful that its Watch will succeed, particularly among the fashion-forward. Some traditional watch
manufacturers already are launching smartwatches. Apple has the power to make its watch succeed in its own sales
channels, but traditional watchmakers will be opposed to having it displayed alongside their watches.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “Considering what I’ve seen of Apple’s offering on the very high end, with
prices around $10,000, I don’t think they will take any market share from
the traditional luxury watches because they do not have the same
performance. The Apple Watch will be programmed to need regular updates,
like the iPhone, and to become obsolete, where you even have to change
charging cables. Also, it won’t have very good battery life. I don’t think many
people will want to pay $10,000 for this. It’ll be more of a marquee product
for Apple rather than true competition to luxury watches.”
 “In the midrange, I think fashion watches could suffer. Certain segments of
the Swatch group could be hurt a little. Apple is so powerful that it will
succeed in creating a place for itself in consumer fashion.”
 “Men don’t wear as much fashion jewelry. If they wear the Apple Watch,
there is less room for a traditional watch. But it’s really just another screen,

In the midrange, I think fashion
watches could suffer. Certain
segments of the Swatch group
could be hurt a little. Apple is
so powerful that it will succeed
in creating a place for itself in
consumer fashion.
Digital Strategist
Swiss Luxury Watch Manufacturer
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a replacement for the phone during meetings or for sports.”
“There will be a marketing battle to attract people who don’t wear traditional watches.”
“Some traditional watchmakers will launch smartwatches in order to not arrive late in the game. They’ll feel they
have no choice. Frederique Constant just came out with a smartwatch that allows people to have basic connectivity.
It’s well done.”
 “The Apple effect will be a good kick to the traditional watch industry and will wake up the brands. … I hope it will
allow the traditional brands to compete innovatively and not sit back on their laurels.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “Apple will benefit from being able to sell their watch in their own stores. … I think they will also sell a lot online.”
 “I don’t know how they’ll approach retail. Retail channels that already sell traditional watches will be under pressure
from traditional watchmakers. Large groups like Richemont or Swatch will be reluctant to have the Apple Watch be
displayed right next to theirs.”
 “Apple has the power to make the watch succeed in their own sales channels. After all, they did it with the iPad. The
Apple Watch’s success may not be immediate, but Apple has the means to make it succeed.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “Young people today don’t necessarily go for traditional watches. Also, there’s a question of affordability. People who
are already traditional watch owners could go out and buy an Apple Watch to try it, if they can afford it. But I’m
convinced they will continue to buy traditional watches.”
 “On the other hand, it’s hard to say what the consumer who’s never tried a traditional watch will do in the long term.”



7) Marketing specialist for a luxury watchmaker in Switzerland
The Apple Watch will not disrupt traditional watchmakers at the upper range because it is a utilitarian device with a
different consumer base. The consumer at the lower end of the midrange could be tempted by the Apple Watch because
it provides a brand name at the same price. Still, the Apple Watch can coexist in the midrange because of its different
purpose. Already some traditional watchmakers have launched smartwatches. In the coming years, traditional
watchmakers’ manufacturing concept will include technology. Overall, the Apple Watch will succeed but more so in the
moderate-price market.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “I don’t think the high-end luxury watch market will be impacted that much because luxury is very focused on
craftsmanship—that the watches are handmade, the process behind the manufactured watch.”
 “As far as the middle segment, it remains to be seen. It could possibly lose
some share, but I don’t think it has to be a yes-or-no question at this point.
It will not necessarily be one or the other. The Apple Watch can coexist with
I don’t think the high-end luxury
more traditional brands.”
 “The lower end might lose some customers. The difference between the
watch market will be impacted
smaller players and an Apple Watch might encourage some people to buy
that much because luxury is
an Apple Watch because it has that Apple name and extra functionalities.
very
focused
on
These could be the smaller brands between ₣1,000 to ₣1,500. [The Swatch
craftsmanship—that
the
Group has watches in this price range.]”
watches are handmade, the
 “A smartwatch doesn’t offer the same type of product. It’s not the same
market segment and doesn’t necessarily appeal to the same consumer
process
behind
the
base.”
manufactured watch.
 “A smartwatch or smart device enhances your everyday life and brings
Marketing Specialist
certain functionalities, but a luxury watch doesn’t offer that aspect. It’s not a
Luxury Watchmaker, Switzerland
device. In recent years traditional watches have become accessories and
jewelry.”
 “The challenge luxury watch brands face is to educate the consumer about the product and what it does. It wouldn’t
be the same discourse to educate someone about what the Apple Watch does.”
 “The Apple Watch is an opportunity for new synergies in the traditional watch industry. We saw that in TAG Heuer’s
announcement at BaselWorld, that they will collaborate with Google on a smartwatch. There are also smaller brands
like Frederique Constant, Alpina and Mondaine already collaborating with companies like MotionX. Two different
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industries that didn’t have much in common until now are coming together. It’s a platform for bringing out new ideas
and new concepts.”
 “In the upper end of the midrange, Breitling has announced they’re working on a smartwatch. Montblanc has
released their smartwatch with a smart strap. For a consumer who’s looking for a wearable device that has the same
feeling as a Swiss watch, they will be initially tempted by cheaper models because they offer functionalities that are
very interesting but with the Swiss look.”
 “Frederique Constant’s watch is a great device. It’s complex, but it’s
different and an amazing initiative.”
Apple will be successful with its
 “Apple has a brand-name advantage and will impress a lot of people.”
more reasonable price models
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
but maybe not as much with
 “Apple will be successful with its more reasonable price models but maybe
not as much with the high-end versions. … Having the technology and the
the high-end versions. …
functionalities of the Apple Watch on your wrist for around $500 is not such
Having the technology and the
a high price. But for $10,000, having the emotional impact of a traditional
functionalities of the Apple
watch, feeling the movement on your wrist, knowing the manufacturing
Watch on your wrist for around
process behind it … [have] to be taken into account.”
$500 is not such a high price.
 “I hope the Apple Watch will end up being sold side by side with more
traditional watches. I think they might be making an effort to this end. After
But for $10,000, having the
their announcement, they showcased the watch at Colette, a Paris concept
emotional
impact
of
a
store. It was interesting because it showed another side of Apple outside of
traditional
watch,
feeling
the
their own company stores.”
movement on your wrist,
 “There are a handful of concept boutiques in Paris that sell the craziest
knowing the manufacturing
watches. I’m hoping we’ll see the Apple Watch side by side with those
watches. It will really expand the offer for the clients. In coming years, the
process behind it … [have] to
traditional watchmakers’ manufacturing concept is going to include
be taken into account.
incorporating technology.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
Marketing Specialist
Luxury Watchmaker, Switzerland
 “There’s definitely a generational difference in behavior. Younger
generations are more attracted to wearables and new and developing
technologies. People past the age of 40 or 50 are more traditional and didn’t grow up with such rapidly evolving
technology. These people are more likely to choose a traditional watch.”
 “It’s highly likely that people might have both a high-end or midrange Swiss mechanical elegant timepiece but also
have an Apple Watch on the side. They would wear them for different functions.”
 “The Apple Watch, with all its functionalities, could be very appealing to a business person or someone who’s very
active on their iPhone or iPad. It would be valuable for them to have the same technology on their wrist at moments
when it’s not appropriate to have their device in their hand at certain functions.”
 “There are also people who might go for the luxury, the gold version of the Apple Watch. There are many different
consumer tastes. It’s up to each brand and product to find their target profile and their niche.”
Miscellaneous
 “I was surprised that the Apple Watch and smartwatches in general were not as big a topic amongst the industry
professionals at BaselWorld. … For luxury brands such as ours, it’s not something that can impact us for the time
being. It’s such a new technology for the whole industry, you can’t really predict what’s going to happen in five or 10
years. However, visitors to the fair seemed very interested in it. And a lot of people were queuing up at the
Frederique Constant stand to see their smartwatch.”

8) Executive with a midtier luxury watch manufacturer in France
The Apple Watch will not disrupt traditional watchmakers. It is a virtual type of product that may become obsolete in a few
years. Traditional watchmakers should avoid making smartwatches because they would not excel at it like Apple. Rather,
they will benefit from the Apple Watch because it is creating talk. Apple Watches could be sold next to traditional watches
in the same price range.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
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“There’s a bit of history in the watch industry around when Seiko first came on the market with its quartz watches in
the 1970s. Omega challenged Seiko on their territory and also developed quartz watches. At the same time, Rolex
decided to stay with mechanical watches. In the end, this hurt Omega economically.”
 “If Swiss watchmakers today begin to look at being connected and digitalized, that would be a big mistake—even if
it’s possible to have traditional watches that are connected and digital.”
 “Digitalizing the $1,200 to $1,500 price range would be entering a
technological segment that is not the core of our profession. The
technological aspect does not belong to us. We make watches, not digital
Digitalizing the $1,200 to
devices.”
$1,500 price range would be
 “The Apple Watch is an Apple accessory. Our job is to manufacture watches
entering
a
technological
and to sell a product with emotional appeal. That is what’s in the traditional
segment
that
is
not
the core of
watch name.”
our
profession.
The
 “The more that watches are discussed, the better for us. We will benefit from
it.”
technological aspect does not
 “It’s odd to see companies like Breitling or Montblanc trying to jump on this
belong to us. We make
technology. I can’t really see Breitling stores explaining connected watches
watches, not digital devices.
to their customers. It’s not the same business.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
Executive, Luxury Watch Manufacturer
 “I can see Apple Watches and smartwatches being sold side by side with
France
traditional watches in the same price range. I don’t think it would be
shocking.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “These are two separate types of purchases. Buying a traditional watch … is an emotional purchase. It’s something
that can be handed down in the family from one generation to the next. An Apple Watch is a device that has to be
part of the Apple environment, and its purpose is data. You can’t even know if in a few years it’ll cost $150 and a few
years after that if it might not even be around anymore. Will it last between three to five years like other devices?”
 “The same person could buy both an Apple Watch and a traditional watch, because they don’t have the same
function.”
Miscellaneous
 “A lot of new technology is very transitory or virtual. In the same way, what the Apple Watch brings is also virtual. It’s
important to balance it with a physical product. There’s a lot of ambiguity between the European culture, which is old,
and the American culture, which is more rapid and even more transitory. At the end of the day people will tire of
buying things or music on the cloud, things they can’t see or touch. There’ll be a time, maybe … in one or two
generations, when there’ll be a return to the physical.”
 “It is the virtual vs. the real. What Apple sells is virtual, and what watchmakers sell is real.”


2) Sales and Marketing Professionals for Traditional Watch Companies
Six of eight sources expect the midtier watch market to be challenged somewhat by the Apple Watch. One believes enough
business exists for all players, while the final source said the Apple Watch and traditional watches are two different products.
Swatch brands (including Tissot), Seiko, Citizen, Casio, Enicar and Titoni, as well as wearable tech products from TomTom
N.V. (AMS:TOM2), Polar Electro and Garmin Ltd. (GRMN) all will face competition from the Apple Watch. Traditional
watchmakers are adding some smart features as a result. The publicity being generated by the Apple Watch is a positive for
the watch industry overall. The launch and sales of the Apple Watch will be successful, but three sources said its appeal will
be limited in the long run. The Apple Watch will be distributed in Apple stores and select department stores. Traditional watch
sales channels are unlikely to be open to carrying the device. Still, one source approached Apple about carrying its watch, but
was refused. The Apple Watch will appeal to the young, tech types and will be considered a novelty.

Key Silo Findings
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
- 6 of 8 expect the Apple Watch to challenge midpriced watchmakers for market share.
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Swatch brands, Seiko, Citizen, Casio Enicar, Titoni, TomTom, Polar and Garmin will be pressured by the Apple Watch.
The Apple Watch and smartwatches are motivating the traditional watch industry to innovate and add smart
features.
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
- Sources expect the Apple Watch to achieve sales success.
- 3 think its success could be short-lived.
- Sales and distribution of the Apple Watch will be through the traditional Apple sales channel.
- The traditional watch distribution sales channels may not be open to selling the Apple Watch.
Expected Consumer Behavior
- Demand for the Apple Watch will come from young tech-oriented consumers, not the traditional watch buyer.
- Consumers who can afford high-end traditional watches also may purchase an Apple Watch.
Miscellaneous
- The publicity and news coverage surrounding the Apple Watch are a positive for the watch industry as a whole.
-

1) Purchasing manager for a major watch retailer, China
The Apple Watch will gain slight share from the midrange electronic watch market but will have no effect on the high-end
watch market. Its release will motivate more traditional watchmakers to add smart features and apps. The Apple Watch
will be widely adopted and will become another successful Apple product. Apple could meet its Watch sales goals this
year because the company’s fan base in China. Still, Apple will not expand sales and distribution to include China’s
traditional watch sales channel. Placing Apple Watches and other smartwatches next to traditional watches would be
“improper.” Chinese customers could have a traditional watch as well as a smartwatch.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The Apple Watches priced in the $395 to $1,000 range will weaken
midrange watches’ sales, especially electronic watches. Citizen, Casio,
The Apple Watches priced in
Tissot, Enicar and Titoni will lose market share, but I believe the share loss
the $395 to $1,000 range will
will be small because the negative impact from Apple Watches will not big.
Customers’ perception of smartwatches and traditional watches is
weaken midrange watches’
different.”
sales, especially electronic
 “The Apple Watch’s launch nearly have no impact on the high-end watch
watches. Citizen, Casio, Tissot,
market. This demographic’s buying power and taste are different … and are
Enicar and Titoni will lose
relatively more traditional.”
market share, but I believe the
 “The Apple Watch release will motivate more traditional watchmakers to
add smart features and apps in order to attract more young customers. …
share loss will be small
However, this is just for midrange to low-end watch brands.”
because the negative impact
 “The watchmakers we represent will strengthen their marketing promotions
from Apple Watches will not
and after-sales services.”
big. Customers’ perception of
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
smartwatches and traditional
 “The Apple Watch will be widely adopted and become another successful
Apple product. It will … become another fashion trend. Most buyers will be
watches is different.
young customers, ages 25 to 30.”
Purchasing Manager
 “It is realistic that Apple will sell 8 to 41 million watches in 2015 because
Major Watch Retailer, China
China has so many Apple fans.”
 “I don’t think that Apple will expand sales and distribution to include China’s
traditional watch sales channel. Apple stores and certified distributors will be the primary sales channel. It is possible
that Apple will choose some high-end department stores to sell its watches.”
 “It is improper to put Apple Watches and other smartwatches alongside traditional watches. Their market
orientations are totally different, so their target customers are totally different.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “Most customers for smartwatches and for traditional watches will not overlap. These two categories have totally
different meanings. A traditional watch means maintaining or raising one’s status, while a smartwatch means
fashion. Still, it is possible that the customers will have one traditional watch and one smartwatch.”
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“High-end and midrange watch consumers will not behave differently because of the Apple Watch. The difference is
their buying ability. The Apple Watch is a digital product, but the traditional watch is a symbol of social status and
taste.”

2) Patrick Saegesser, owner of Saegesser Montres Bijoux in Switzerland, owner and distributor of Luxury Brands
Switzerland Sàrl, and co-owner and founder of Dolphin Watches
The Apple Watch will take share in the low and midrange watch markets, and will find a place among young people, tech
“geeks” and curious consumers. However, it will not affect the high-end luxury range. Its launch is a positive for the watch
industry and will force it to be more creative and innovative. Brands like Swatch and Swatch’s Tissot that are attempting
to compete with their own versions of smartwatches could succeed because they are in a similar price range, but others
like TAG Heuer are taking too big a gamble in expecting people to buy a ₣2,000 to ₣4,000 smartwatch that will quickly
become obsolete. The Apple Watch could be sold alongside traditional watches and will succeed in meeting analysts’
targets of 20 to 40 million unit sales globally.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The Apple Watch is going to disrupt and take market share from the low-end and midrange watch markets. Brands
like Swatch and [its] Tissot will enter the smartwatch market as a result of this disruption. On the other hand, I don’t
think companies like TAG Heuer will succeed in this. Because of the speed of technology, the watches could be
obsolete after six months.”
 “At $400, you can buy a watch and update it when necessary and buy a
new one after a year or two. But for a watch like a TAG Heuer, which can
cost ₣2,000 to ₣4,000, it’s a gamble to expect people to invest, only to have
The Apple Watch is going to
to buy a new one after a short while. It’s the same for the other higher-end
disrupt and take market share
brands trying to enter the smartwatch market.”
from the low-end and midrange
 “I think only Swatch and Tissot can legitimately succeed in the smartwatch
watch markets. Brands like
segment. Tissot’s T-Touch is interesting.”
 “The Apple Watch will find a place in the low end of watches, between ₣250
Swatch and [its] Tissot will
and ₣600, especially for young people and for geeks. These might be
enter the smartwatch market
people who can’t afford to buy two or three watches.”
as a result of this disruption.
 “The watch will be expensive. It won’t cost ₣300 but ₣1,000, because you’ll
On the other hand, I don’t think
need the iPhone with the watch.”
 “The Apple Watch will never replace a Rolex.”
companies like TAG Heuer will
 “Brands like IWC [Schaffhausen], Omega, [LVHM’s] Hublot and Rolex will
succeed in this. Because of the
not lose any market share.”
speed of technology, the
 “The launch of the Apple Watch is a positive development for the industry. It
watches could be obsolete
will force the industry to be creative, launch new products and experiment
after six months.
with positioning. The watch industry has enormous margins, but the Apple
Watch will also have very high margins without a doubt.”
Owner
 “There will be market share loss in the low and midrange segments, but
European Luxury Watch Retail Stores
there’s still room for the Apple Watch in such a big market.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “I think Apple could sell between 20 and 40 million watches globally.”
 “Apple Watches could be sold side by side with traditional watches. I think stores that carry Tissot, Swatch, Seiko,
Citizen or even Casio also will carry the Apple Watch. There will be competition there.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “I can imagine people wearing a traditional watch on the left wrist and the Apple Watch on the right. I would do that.”
 “Young people and geeks will be the consumers most interested in the Apple Watch.”
Miscellaneous
 “In terms of marketing, the Apple Watch is creating a new segment. It remains to be seen if the need for it will be
confirmed in the longer term or if it’s just fashion that will not even be talked about in three years.”
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3) Ehren Bragg, president of Envoy Trading LLC, a distributor of luxury Swiss watches in North America
The Apple Watch will not become the next iPhone in terms of sales, but the watch market below $1,500 will see some
loss as early adopters try the new device. For traditional watches above $1,500, the Apple Watch presents no real threat.
These high-end watches will hold their own because of their value; the Apple Watch will lose value after a year or two.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “I don’t see the Apple Watch becoming another iPhone, but I do think it will affect watches that are priced below
$1,500, at least for the short term as people try it and see if it’s something they want to continue with it.”
 “Watches priced higher than $1,500 [won’t] be affected, because smartwatches have no style at all. People are still
going to want to have a real wristwatch in order to express themselves.”
 “The pieces I distribute range in price from $1,450 all the way up to $450,000. It’s mainly North America, and the
people interested in the brands I represent have a number of watches already in their collection. The watches I
represent are from independent, less recognized brands, such as Dietrich, Franc Vila, Manufacture Royale and
Snyper. People who go for these watches are already in the high-end crowd and want something different.”
 “I’m not worried about [the Apple Watch] affecting my market, even for the $1,450 Dietrich watch, because Dietrich
is a very distinct design language and it’s just a completely different object than a smartwatch. A smartwatch you’re
buying completely for utility and very little for the statement it makes about you.”
 “There will be early adopters, but after that it’s going to make very little statement about you. In the early days people
with an iPhone were making a statement. These days everyone has an iPhone.”
 “I’m hearing a wide range of opinions [on how disruptive the Apple Watch will be]. I talked to a very prominent
retailer in the Midwest who thought the Apple Watch was going to be a big game changer for everybody in this
industry, starting with the lower end and going all the way up to the higher end. … People are going to be able to
monitor their health to the extent that they’re going to be able to predict a heart attack or some other life-threatening
event, so his opinion was ‘Who would not wear a smartwatch?’”
 “I asked other people the same day, consumers who spend a lot of money on apparel and accessories, cars and so
on, who said they wouldn’t spend the money on an Apple Watch, who thought it was silly.”
 “It’s going to depend on our lives. Why do we want this thing strapped to our wrist when we carry it on our phones
already, which does all of that stuff and more? I think it’s one of those things that we’ll have to see play out.”
 “I know the Swatch Group is definitely working on a smartwatch.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “Apple will sell through its own stores and then have partners it will sell through. The watches are apparently also
meant to get into watch stores, and I do know retailers who are approaching Apple.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “At the very high end, I think [the Apple Watch] is pretty ridiculous. A lot of people I talk to think the same. But there
will be a market for it because there are people that will see that as one of those signifiers.”
 “At that [$10,000-plus] price point, you’re going to be competing with some pretty amazing watches that once you
buy them become heirlooms, that don’t lose their value.”

4) Sales manager of a high-end brand watch store in China
The Apple Watch may cannibalize the midrange to low-end watch markets in the short term, as well as some Chinese
branded watches based on similar pricing. However, it will hold little sway in the high-end watch market. Midrange to
high-end watchmakers will not add smart features and apps to their products. Some manufacturers believe the Apple
Watch will bring a new consumer group to the industry. The Apple Watch will be widely adopted by consumers younger
than 35. Its sales goal could be reached this year. The sales channels for Japanese quartz watches and traditional Swiss
mechanical watches will not be opened to the Apple Watch. Also, smartwatches will not be sold alongside traditional
watches. High-end watch consumers will not buy the Apple Watch. Midrange watch consumers may buy it for the novelty,
but will abandon it for new products in two years.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “It is possible that the Apple Watches will cannibalize the mid- to low-range watch market in the short term, such as
Casio and Seiko’s quartz watches. It will also cannibalize some Chinese watches’ share due to the similar prices.
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Apple normally does good marketing, which will attract a lot of young customers’ interest. Students will be the major
customer group.”
 “The high-end watch market will not be impacted by the Apple Watch because they are two different categories and
concepts.”
 “Midrange to high-end watchmakers will not add smart features and apps to
their product. However, lower-end brands with mass-market watches will
It is possible that the Apple
follow the Apple Watch’s lead and will add more smart features and apps.”
 “We haven’t seen any response from the watchmakers we represent in
Watches will cannibalize the
preparing to deal with the competition from the smartwatch category.”
mid- to low-range watch market
 “Some manufacturers have said that the Apple Watch may bring a new
in the short term, such as Casio
consumer group to traditional watches. I think this is more like a satire to
and Seiko’s quartz watches. It
the Apple Watch. How can it compete with traditional watches?”
will also cannibalize some
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “The Apple Watch will be widely adopted by customers younger than 35
Chinese watches’ share due to
years old. In addition, its prices shouldn’t exceed ¥3,000 [$484]. Otherwise,
the similar prices. Apple
why would customers buy an iPhone?”
normally does good marketing,
 “Apple Watch sales of 8 to 41 million [units] in 2015 is possible. The Apple
which will attract a lot of young
Watch is just a digital product, so … this sales number is reachable. Think
about how many iPhones are sold each year.”
customers’ interest. Students
 “I don’t know if Apple will expand sales and distribution to include
will be the major customer
traditional watch sales channels, but I believe both Japanese quartz
group.
watches and traditional Swiss mechanical watches will not open their sales
channels to Apple. … From a tech perspective, traditional watchmakers will
Sales Manager
High-end Brand Watch Store, China
not put their position on the same level as the Apple Watch.”
 “In China, Swiss brands occupy more than 70% share of watches priced
higher than ¥5,000 [$806]. I don’t think they want to open their big market to the Apple Watch.”
 “The Apple Watch and other smartwatches will not being sold side by side with traditional watches. The
smartwatches will be sold by their own digital product stores.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “The Apple Watch will not affect the watch consumer’s behavior. Its functions are all same; the only difference is
material. It is more like a fashion accessory. … However, traditional watches offer a lot of choices depending on
personality, age and status.”
 “High-end watch consumers will not buy the Apple Watch. Midrange watch consumers may buy it for its newness, but
they will give up playing with it in two years because of newer digital products. For traditional watches, customers will
buy different priced watches as their income increases. For the Apple Watch, it is impossible for customers to buy a
basic model when they don’t have money and then buy another gold version after their salary increases.”

5) Sales manager of a high-end brand watch store in China
The Apple Watch will cannibalize only electronic watches and some more simple smartwatches. Traditional watches less
than ¥10,000 ($1,612) may be affected slightly, but those above this price will experience no change. Its release will not
motivate more traditional watchmakers to add smart features and apps; these companies consider the Apple Watch to
be a digital product. The Apple Watch will not be widely adopted, and its sales goals are unrealistic. Traditional watch
sales distributors will not sell the Apple Watch. Rather, it will be sold alongside electronic watches and other
smartwatches next year. Traditional watch customers will not buy the Apple Watch.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “In the traditional watch industry, low-end watch prices are normally lower than ¥10,000. The Apple Watch is not
qualified to compete with these low-end watches. How could it cannibalize the midrange and high-end traditional
watch markets? It will only cannibalize electronic watches and some simple smartwatches, such as from Casio,
TomTom, Polar and Garmin. However, these watches all have its own target customers, so the Apple Watch will not
easily gain in their market.”
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“I don’t think the Apple Watch release will motivate more traditional watchmakers to add smart features and apps to
their products. Swatch is a mass-market product. Its smartwatch prices are around ¥1,000 [$161]. Hence, it is easy
to be accepted by customers, especially its existing target customers. For other watchmakers, it would be a joke if
they were to release a similar smartwatch. Also, all functions in smartwatches can be found in smartphones, so why
would customers spend the money for the similar product?”
 “The watchmakers we represent haven’t given us any feedback about the
Apple Watch. I don’t think anybody is really taking it seriously.”
In the traditional watch
 “The people in the traditional watch industry just consider the Apple Watch
industry, low-end watch prices
to be a digital product. There is no comparison between the Apple Watch
and the traditional watch. … Traditional watch manufacturers [will report] no
are normally lower than
pressure from the Apple Watch and will say that it may bring a new
¥10,000. The Apple Watch is
consumer group. This is not their real thought.”
not qualified to compete with
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
these low-end watches. How
 “The Apple Watch will not be widely adopted and become another
could it cannibalize the
successful Apple product. Apple’s iPhone and iPad can be so successful
because of their uniqueness and high technology. However, their market
midrange
and
high-end
share still be cannibalized a lot by Android products. The watch industry is a
traditional watch markets? It
very traditional and mature industry, so it is difficult for the Apple Watch to
will only cannibalize electronic
gain share here.”
watches and some simple
 “It is not realistic to sell between 8 and 41 million Apple Watches in 2015. It
smartwatches, such as from
is a digital product. Apple’s new products always are a novelty; sales can
increase for a short time, but they normally go back flat fast. However, the
Casio, TomTom, Polar and
Apple Watch’s functionalities are repeated too much in Apple’s other
Garmin.
However,
these
products. … The customer who wants to buy a traditional watch will not buy
watches all have its own target
an Apple Watch as a replacement.”
customers, so the Apple Watch
 “Traditional watch sales distributors will not sell the Apple Watch because
they don’t think it is a watch. Its position in the watch industry is not even as
will not easily gain in their
high as Casio’s. We just consider it an accessory of the smartphone.”
market.
 “The Apple Watch will sell with electronic watches and other smartwatches
Sales Manager
in 2016, but I don’t think it will be sold side by side with traditional watches.
High-end Brand Watch Store, China
There are many electronic watches and simple smartwatches in the market,
but there are no big distributors. Even Casio sells their electronic watches
and mechanical watches separately because the target customers are different.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “The public, especially Apple fans, will buy the Apple Watch out of curiosity. Other customers will be more rational.
Customers who like traditional watches will not buy the Apple Watch. For them, a traditional watch symbolizes
culture, taste and a necessary accessory for work. The Apple Watch is just a fashion item that could lose interest
fast.”
 “The difference between high-end watch consumers and midrange watch consumers is buying ability. … Chinese
customers don’t know the watch industry’s history, so they target a brand based on finances. There are no loyal fans
for watches.”


6) Paul Duggan, president of Paul Duggan Fine Watches, Boston
The Apple Watch is not expected to affect this very high-end retailer’s customer base, 80% of which is in North America.
Function is not a priority for luxury watch buyers. Outside of North America, Apple’s very expensive watch models might
gain traction, especially in China. Worth watching are the Apple Watch wait lists and “grey marketing,” in which the
devices are bought in the United States and then sold for a higher price in China.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The customer who will buy an Apple Watch is a very different customer [from ours]. They might buy one to go
running or for fun, but customers who buy luxury watches buy them for the prestige, workmanship, the history and
the investment. They don’t really buy a luxury watch for function. … If it tells time, that’s great.”
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“We start at $2,000 [price point] and up into the hundreds of thousands. We sell mostly Rolex, Patek, [Richemont’s]
Lange [& Söhne], Cartier—the really high-end brands. These also have a good resale or trade-in value.”
 “Our shop is in Boston, but most of our business is from our website. About 80% of the website sales are domestic;
the rest overseas, with Asia being the top area.”
 “All the [high-end brands] are looking into smart features. Down the road
I’m sure they can be good sellers, but I don’t think [smart features on luxury
All the [high-end brands] are
watches] are going to be big sellers today. I think the customer buying a
looking into smart features.
Rolex today is really buying it for [prestige, workmanship, history and
investment], and they wouldn’t want the classic look of the watch to be
Down the road I’m sure they
altered a lot.”
can be good sellers, but I don’t
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
think [smart features on luxury
 “I would think [Apple will] control distribution of the watches, just as they do
watches] are going to be big
with the phones.”
sellers today. I think the
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “I’ll be very curious to see whether the more expensive Apple Watches, the
customer buying a Rolex today
gold ones, will sell. If they do, I don’t think it will be so much in our culture,
is really buying it for [prestige,
where people don’t really go for that, but I’m wondering if the Chinese will.
workmanship,
history
and
There might be [a good segment of the Chinese market] that wants the
investment], and they wouldn’t
latest gadget and wants the luxury item. You might get the situation where
want the classic look of the
there’s such a demand that there are wait lists, premiums and grey
marketing, where you can buy it here in the U.S. for $10,000 and sell it in
watch to be altered a lot.
China for $12,000 or whatever.”
President, Paul Duggan Fine Watches
 “With the right product placement, on the right wrist, in the right movie, [the
Boston
Apple Watch] could really take off. I’m sure there will be interest.”
 “I’m going to buy a basic Apple Watch when they come out.”


7) Francois Brindel, CEO of the watch distribution company Time Out
The Apple Watch will not disrupt traditional watchmakers because it is not really a watch but a connected, mass-market
product. Its technology will become obsolete relatively quickly, while the traditional watch has emotional value that is
unique and timeless. The novelty of the Apple Watch initially could take some share from the midrange watch market, but
it also will bring publicity to the industry, which is a positive. Traditional watch retailers likely will not sell the Apple Watch
because they do not have the background to explain a smartwatch’s functionalities. Consumers could buy both an Apple
and a traditional watch, because they are different products that serve different functions. The Apple Watch is bound to
be successful.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The watch brands are saying they are interested in the Apple Watch and
smartwatches. It’s because they’re afraid that what happened in the 1970s
with the quartz watch revolution will happen again with this new technology.
They’re motivated by fear.”
 “However, there’s a difference. Quartz was a new technology, but the Apple
Watch is only an extension of a new technology.”
 “Today’s traditional watches have an emotional aspect, and their precision
is not what gives them value. Their mechanical function is not that useful.
You can live without a Swiss watch. But it’s precisely because of their lack of
usefulness that people buy them.”
 “The Apple Watch brings technology to the market, but after a few weeks it’s
already old, almost obsolete. It will never replace the history of the
traditional watches.”
 “The Apple Watch will be sold in Apple stores and department stores, next to
more basic products.”

The watch brands are saying
they are interested in the Apple
Watch and smartwatches. It’s
because they’re afraid that
what happened in the 1970s
with
the
quartz
watch
revolution will happen again
with this new technology.
They’re motivated by fear.
CEO, Watch Distribution Company
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“It’s not a question of the Apple Watch taking share from the midrange and high-end traditional markets. It’s mass
market vs. a traditional, emotional product. It’s a technological world that’s [already dated when it launches] vs. the
Swiss watch world that is the time keeper of a unique know-how.”
 “It’s possible that the Apple Watch, when it first launches, could hurt the midrange segment because of its novelty.”
 “The Apple Watch will also bring publicity to the watch industry. That’s a good thing.”
 “There’s talk of innovating. Frederique Constant was the first to launch a smartwatch. I’m not sure if I see its value
except that they were first. Breitling launched one too, but it’s more like a computer than a Breitling.”
 “I don’t think smartwatches are going to revolutionize the traditional watch industry.
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “Apple will sell many Apple Watches because it brings value to people, it will solve problems, but it’s not at all the
same thing as a traditional watch.”
 “Apple will not be the first to have a smartwatch, but it will succeed. Apple always succeeds.”
 “The Apple Watch cannot have the same sales channel as traditional watches. … Some watchmakers aren’t even
very familiar with email. How could they sell smartwatches with highly specific functionalities?”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “A consumer could have both an Apple Watch and a traditional watch. The Apple Watch is just a different object.”
 “I may not be the typical consumer, but I don’t want an Apple Watch. I have enough with my iPhone. Having to charge
it is another negative point against it.”
Miscellaneous
 “It should be noted that recently the Swiss franc has gained about 20% in value compared to the euro, also against
the dollar and other currencies. That’s been hard for the industry.”


8) Jay Seiler, co-owner of Security Jewelers in Duluth, MN
The Apple Watch is unlikely to hurt the traditional watch market in the midrange or at the high end. Consumers buying
watches priced between $500 and $2,500 are going for traditional watches as a status symbol and a fashion accessory.
Those buying a $10,000-plus watch likely will have other traditional watches in addition to an Apple Watch.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “I don’t know enough yet about all the features to be able to make a truly informed decision about what effect the
Apple Watch might have. But I don’t see a lot of impact in the better watch business—in the $500 to $2,500 range.”
 “At a time where everyone has a watch on their phone, we’re really seeing an upswing in the millennial, the 30-yearold, wanting the status symbol of a watch. It’s a fashion accessory.”
 “I’m sort of a techie person, and I’ve had no interest in the smartwatches
that have been introduced. Everything seems to be redundant to me to what
I think there’s going to be
my phone’s doing, and I don’t need to see it on my wrist.”
plenty
of
business
for
 “A couple of the [traditional] watch companies like TAG Heuer are working
on interesting smartwatch projects. They were working on taking the brand
everybody.
totally mechanical, and now they’ve done this 180 by incorporating a
Co-owner, Security Jewelers
smartwatch.”
Duluth, MN
 “I think there’s going to be plenty of business for everybody.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “If it were available, I’d certainly put it in my store. We’re very early adopters. I contacted Apple about a year ago
[about distribution]. They told me they were going to keep [the Watch] in their stores and the more expensive
versions in select boutiques in larger markets.”
 “We want to carry whatever will sell, and I think [the Apple Watch] will definitely sell, but … they didn’t consider
[Duluth] a large enough market. We checked back in with Apple about a month ago, and the response [regarding
distribution] hadn’t changed.”
 “I was just in an Apple store in Palm Springs, and the salespeople there said they really don’t know what to expect
either.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
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“I’m thinking the person who is going to buy the solid-gold $10,000 watch is the type who’s going to own multiple
watches. It’s another thing to put in their collection. [A higher-end Apple Watch] is not going to be the last watch
they’re going to buy, and it’s not the first watch they’re going to buy.”
“At my age, 56, I’m wondering if I’d be able to see much on the Apple Watch. I own a number of watches, and when I
want to tell time, I wear the one with the white dials.”

3) App Developers and Tech Industry Professionals
Three of these four sources do not expect the Apple Watch to significantly affect traditional watchmakers’ market share. The
remaining source thinks the midmarket will be vulnerable to share losses if the Apple Watch can offer unique designs and
convenience. Traditional watchmakers are adapting to what one source called a new watch category by adding smart
features. The source forecasting midmarket success for the Apple Watch said the company may license the OS to traditional
watchmakers if its watch sales end up struggling. Distribution is expected to be tightly controlled by Apple initially and then
possibly will be expanded to multibrand stores, including high-end jewelers. All four sources expect the Apple Watch launch to
be a success.

Key Silo Findings
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
- 3 do not expect the Apple Watch to challenge the midrange or upper end of the traditional watch market.
- 1 thinks the midmarket is at risk of share loss.
- Traditional watchmakers are adding smart features to participate in what 1 source called a new watch category.
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
- Sources expect sales success for the Apple Watch, but 1 said it may be limited.
- 1 said if sales struggle Apple may license the OS to watchmakers.
- Initial sales and distribution of the Apple Watch are expected to be tightly controlled. Expansion to multibrand stores
is possible.
Expected Consumer Behavior
- 1 said wealthy consumers will buy both a traditional watch and an Apple Watch.
Miscellaneous
- 1 said convincing consumers to exercise with both a $700 to $1,000 Apple Watch and an iPhone will be a challenge
for Apple.

1) Technology director for a software company designing apps for smartwatches based in China
Apple Watches in the $395 to $1,000 range will not cannibalize the midrange or high-end traditional watch markets. Still,
the Apple Watch will be widely adopted and will motivate traditional watchmakers to add smart features and apps. The
sales estimate for this year is a bit high. Smartwatches will be sold alongside
traditional watches in the future. The Apple Watch will not really affect the
traditional watch consumer’s behavior.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The Apple Watches priced in the $395 to $1,000 range will not cannibalize
the midrange watch market. In the short term, smartwatches and traditional
watches will target totally different customers.”
 “The Apple Watch release will motivate more traditional watchmakers to
add smart features and apps to their products, like Swatch. This will be a
trend. However, their functionalities still can’t compete with the Apple
Watch. Hence, I think traditional watches will pay more attention to design.
Currently, the Apple Watch design is limited.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution

The Apple Watches priced in
the $395 to $1,000 range will
not cannibalize the midrange
watch market. In the short
term,
smartwatches
and
traditional watches will target
totally different customers.
Technology Director
Smartwatches App Developer, China
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“The Apple Watch will be widely adopted and will become another successful Apple product, considering Apple’s past
products.”
 “I think selling 22.47 million watches in 2015 is a little bit too high. The iPhone’s total sales in 2014 was 51 million.
The Apple Watch’s prices are nearly half of an iPhone, but the iPhone’s price/function ratio is much higher. I doubt
the Apple Watch’s sales could reach half of the iPhone’s.”
 “Apple definitely wants to expand sales and distribution to include the traditional watch sales channel. If it really can
replace traditional watches, its sales will be unbelievably huge. However, do traditional watch channels want to open
up to Apple?”
 “The Apple Watch and other smartwatches will be sold side by side with traditional watches in the future. In 2015,
Apple will slowly start to sell its watches in some traditional watch channels.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “The Apple Watch will not really impact the watch consumer’s behavior. Its launch’s … major purpose is to let
customers come to rely on Apple products more. But … not everybody will like to operate apps through a watch.”
 “Most midrange watch consumers will buy the basic version of the Apple Watch and [will focus] on functions. … The
high-end watch consumers will buy most expensive version … not only for functions but for the design and status.”
Miscellaneous
 “Apple Watch’s NFC paying function is very convenient.”


2) Hamid Farzaneh, CEO of Sensoplex; repeat source
The Apple Watch is gearing up to be another successful Apple product, and it will drive the traditional watch industry to
expand into the smartwatch category. Apple benefits from a significant and unique ecosystem of app developers.
Traditional watchmakers might adopt the Google platform for their smartwatches. Initially, customers of luxury watches
and high-end Apple Watches may overlap, but the market will again separate after the Apple Watch’s novelty wears off.
The Apple Watch will serve to make the wearables space more credible and will popularize the movement to quantify
consumers’ activities. It also will enable people to provide facts and measurements to their doctors.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “Design will dominate the high end. They will try to squeeze in capabilities
and features that are low-power and small enough. In the midrange there’ll
The luxury and midrange
be a mix of design and feature-driven watches.”
watchmakers will add a
 “The luxury and midrange watchmakers will add a category to their offerings
category to their offerings [and
[and not necessarily lose share].”
 “It’s important to remember that smartwatches are bulky. They cannot be
not necessarily lose share].
made to be as delicate as a Baume & Mercier, for example. Even the
CEO, Sensoplex
smallest smartwatch will be much bigger than a traditional ladies’ watch.
There will be a decision to make between having something delicate that
keeps time and shows status, and something that’s much bigger, which will initially have status but after a while the
bulkiness will stand out.”
 “There will be an overlap. There will be some traditional watch companies that will compete directly and introduce
their own smartwatches. I don’t think those watches will be exactly like the Apple Watch, which will benefit from the
many apps that independent developers are developing for it.”
 “Apple will benefit from a very large ecosystem of developers who started creating for the iPhone, then expanded to
the iPad and will continue with the Apple Watch. Independent watch companies will not have the ability to create an
ecosystem that will in any shape or form rival Apple’s.”
 “Some of [the traditional watchmakers] will adopt the Google platform, and they will benefit from the Google
ecosystem. They will rely on their own brand for differentiation.”
 “There’s room for both traditional and smartwatches because they will serve different purposes. The Apple
smartwatch will be utilitarian. It will essentially be like an iPhone but a different piece of hardware. It will run many
different applications, and people will use the applications that provide them the most utility. On the other hand, the
traditional luxury watches are for status, and that’s not going to change.”
 “Some of the elements of the smartwatch already exist in the traditional watch. The traditional watch already has a
minimal amount of processing capability; it keeps the date and time. There are some innovations in the smartwatch
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that will be easy to adapt to a traditional watch by moving to a digital screen. The Apple Watch will also bring
innovation to the screen so these will consume less power than in the past.”
 “There will be the capabilities of transmission or sensors that are neither too bulky nor too power-hungry. Those
could find their way easily into traditional watches—things like accelerometers for counting steps or low-energy
Bluetooth for transmitting with a smartphone or device.”
 “Applications like heartrate monitoring, which are too bulky, trickier and more energy-consuming, will not find their
way into traditional watches.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “[Its success] will be similar to the iPhone. Some people will buy the Apple Watch simply because it’s another Apple
product. There’ll be people standing in long lines and wanting to be among the first to buy it. Then there’ll be a pause
because, as usual, there’ll be reports about bugs and limitations. Apple is probably already working on the next
generation. … There will be millions of early adopters though maybe not tens of million. After a year or so,
mainstream people will start adopting the watch, and then we will be able to count those in the tens of millions.”
 “People will buy the very high-end Apple Watch initially for status, but after it gets more penetration, they will switch
back to an Omega or Rolex.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “I don’t think anybody will wear two watches. That’s inconceivable.”
 “It might be a generational thing with younger people wanting branded smartwatches and the older generation
staying with more traditional watches.”
 “Some traditional luxury watch customers will not even want to have a smartwatch. They will want a ‘retro’ watch.”
Miscellaneous
 “Besides becoming very successful in the space and driving [wearable] applications, Apple will also serve as an
engine for other applications. It’s going to make the wearables space more credible. We see a lot of innovative ideas
that are very application-specific. ... That will benefit everyone.”
 “We are currently seeing a self-quantifying movement. People realize that our impressions are often incorrect about
how active we are or how much we eat. Until we quantify it, we don’t know if it’s just perception or fact. The
movement started a few years ago, and it’s going to be accelerated with the Apple Watch. It will give people more
possibilities to measure their bodies at certain points of time. … People also want to be able to compare the
evolution of their data over time and with others. The Apple Watch is going to popularize the means and ways to
quantify what we do.”
 “The biggest impact will be that people will have the ability to provide facts to their doctor that will not need to be
measured during one visit or from tests alone. That will be information available to the doctor and will make
diagnosis and treatment more effective than in the past.”

3) Mike Kane, an Apple Watch app developer
The first-generation Apple Watch is not a threat to the traditional watch, but that does not mean it will not challenge
watches and other wearables as its apps become more sophisticated in the future. Most people are unaware that the
capabilities for apps in the first-generation Apple Watch are very limited and that the app ecosystem is still very much in
its infancy. Developers are being told that the average time Apple wants a user to have the watch “open” is 10 seconds.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “I don’t see the Apple Watch cannibalizing the traditional watch market at all. A smartwatch and a traditional watch
are two totally different visions. There will be first adopters for the first generation of the Apple Watch, but even
getting a nice $500 watch like a Seiko, it’s totally different on your wrist to having something digital.”
 “The demographics are different [for smartwatches and traditional watches]. I don’t really see a lot of older people
wearing [the Apple Watch], and I don’t see them being worn to a business meeting, for example.”
 “I’m a watch fan, but I’m not going to wear an Apple Watch out on a date.”
 “When Apple gets into something, everybody knows it’s going to be global, it’s going to be big. … Remember too that
Apple moves a little slower than a lot of other companies, so I’m interested to see if other [watchmakers] come out
with features that Apple doesn’t have yet.”
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“As far as applications that we’re allowed to create [for the Apple Watch], it’s in its infancy to say the least. What
we’re capable of doing with the watch is really, really minimal. Maybe that’s because of the battery life. They want to
see how the battery operates with a lot of users.
 “I don’t know if people are aware of this, but the capabilities [in the first-gen Apple Watch] are very limited right now.
They’re telling us as developers that the average app time … they want a user to have the watch open would be 10
seconds.”
 “Compared to your iPhone, which is allowed to get information for the Internet … the [Apple] Watch operates through
a low-frequency Bluetooth, which means there’s lag going from the phone to the Watch. The Watch doesn’t connect
to the Internet; the Watch connects to the phone, which connects to the Internet.”
 “You’ve got your app on your phone and your app on your watch. And the app on your phone can store a little bit of
information that your watch can then read from the cloud. But that’s about it. It can’t do any computing on its own; it
can’t do any real functioning on its own. … It’s really just reading information back to you.”
 “It’s all to do with the battery power. Apple does not want you operating a watch where it’s constantly ‘open’ and
pulling information, because then it will be a [battery] killer.”
 “Apple is saying the battery [has a life of] nine, 10 hours, but that remains
to be seen. If you get notifications on your watch just as much as your
I don’t see the Apple Watch
phone, we’ll see what a heavy user looks like.”
 “Apple is very secretive about what they’re allowing us [app developers] to
cannibalizing the traditional
know about the watch. Even though we’re developing apps, we have to
watch market at all. A
simulate it on computers. We’re not allowed to have the device in our
smartwatch and a traditional
hands, so on April 24 we’re going to bring our watches home like everybody
watch are two totally different
else, test our watch apps, and see what the diagnostics read.”
visions. There will be first
 “As a developer, you really have a chance to grow your user base with the
first rendition of the Watch, and that’s kind of what I’m gearing for.”
adopters
for
the
first
 “With HealthKit and ResearchKit, there’s promise for it to be much more.
generation of the Apple Watch,
When people can check for diabetes, for example, that will [be real
but even getting a nice $500
innovation]. [These kits] are open-source, which means that [apps] could go
watch like a Seiko, it’s totally
on Pebble Watch and other smartwatches.”
 “[The open-source aspect of the Apple ResearchKit] is going to make a
different on your wrist to having
really big impact. … The long-term, daily monitoring of patients in the
something digital.
medical sphere, that’s what people are really talking about.”
Apple Watch App Developer
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “You’re not even allowed to walk into an Apple retail store and just
purchase a watch. You have to have a preset appointment to be able to purchase one.”
 “It’s so new that what [Apple] needs to do is educate the public. You just can’t have the watch on sale for people to
pick up and make their own impression. Apple really wants full control of how you perceive what this watch can do.”
 “Apple wants to get the customer into their own space, which is why they’re limiting [distribution channels] right now,
so they can break down all the features and why you want them.”
 “[Apple is] essentially training their employees to be fashion salespeople to each customer. Without that, I don’t
think the average customer would spend $400 on a watch that you need a $400 phone to use.”
 “There may be wider distribution channels down the track, when the Watch takes hold, but for now I see Apple taking
full control of their stores.”
 “Eventually, if Apple continues as they always do [with innovating] they could supersede all the existing watches with
each iteration to the point that you might not even need a phone. With that in mind, I don’t think you’re ever going to
see an Apple Watch in a Best Buy. Apple sees themselves above everybody else. That’s just how they operate.”
 “The funny thing about this Apple Watch is that they’re selling the actual watch and then they’re selling you the band
to go with it. And the band is what drives the price.”
 “Maybe the watch stays in the Apple store, but maybe eventually the band will sell in high-end jewelers.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “The only people I can see wearing the gold-casing, high-end Apple Watches are celebrities and people who want to
show that they have money. I don’t think it’s the same customer that’s going to buy a Rolex. Not at all.”
Miscellaneous
 “If the Apple Watch sells well, the price will come down—just like the first iPhone was around $600 and then came
down in price to half that. We’ll see the Watch come down in price every year until it stabilizes at around $250.”
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4) Mobile, IoT and embedded executive; repeat source
The Apple Watch will disrupt traditional watchmakers, especially in the midrange where people will adopt it if its looks,
design and function are good enough. Rolex and other traditional watch brands may have to make a smartwatch even as
they maintain analog watches. Apple must come up with a wristband type of device that will make it possible for people
to exercise without having to wear an expensive watch on their wrist while also carrying an iPhone. Still, wristbands may
be too low-margin for Apple. The Apple Watch is likely to succeed because people will consider it more practical in
communicating with their connected devices at home. If Apple struggles with the watch, it may consider licensing its SDK
to midrange and high-end luxury watch brands.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The Apple Watch will take share from the midrange watch market. People who have traditional watches are already
Apple users. Some of these might opt to wear the Apple Watch only if it’s good enough in its look and design.
Everybody already has an iPhone, so people who want to be unique, who might have bought a traditional watch
before, will choose to have an Apple Watch instead in order to stand out as somewhat unique. Other people will get
one for the convenience and to be more discreet at meetings and in certain situations.”
 “People looking at the high end have more disposable income anyway, so they’re quite likely to get the Apple Watch
… and wear their high-end watch less. People who have lower-end watches … might decide to forego those
completely for the convenience of the Apple Watch.”
 “At some point Rolex and other brands might have to adapt too to making a
smartwatch because people always want more information.”
The Apple Watch will take
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
share from the midrange watch
 “Apple will sell a lot of watches though the high-end might be tougher.”
market. People who have
 “Apple has the Apple stores, and it’s worked well for them. There’s no
traditional watches are already
reason why they couldn’t sell it in a normal store, but training is an issue
and they’d have less control over how it’s sold. The biggest issue is that the
Apple users. Some of these
iPhone can pull through the watches; if you have an iPhone, it’s a big
might opt to wear the Apple
incentive to get a watch. But an Apple Watch isn’t necessarily a must-have
Watch only if it’s good enough
for people who don’t have an iPhone. The watch is not iconic or standalone
in its look and design.
enough yet.”
Everybody already has an
 “The legion of Apple followers has reached critical mass. It used to be that
without the iPhone you didn’t have access to all the apps that Apple had.
iPhone, so people who want to
Android has caught up on the app side, but they don’t have the same
be unique, who might have
following and stickiness. Apple followers are more loyal, so Apple has been
bought a traditional watch
adding more products in their lineup, such as getting into cars.”
before, will choose to have an
 “Apple is in a bind with its watch. Lots of people are going to buy it, and
Apple Watch instead in order to
many are going to go back to wearing watches even if they haven’t been
wearing them. But the challenge is what to do when you’re exercising. Do
stand out as somewhat unique.
you run around with a $700 or $1,000 watch and still need to have your
Mobile, IoT & Embedded Executive
cell phone with you?”
 “Eventually they will have a two-product or two-tiered approach. They might
go toward having an exercise band that you can swap off instead of the Apple Watch. It would still be part of the
ecosystem so all the data is maintained and the apps work. We’re starting to see a lot of activity in the smartband
area.”
 “[Apple] could try to make an inexpensive smartwatch, but they typically don’t do that because they like to be in the
higher end for their profit margin.”
 “We’re also starting to see some of the high-end watches incorporate basic technology but still retain their high-end
look.”
 “There are a lot of different markets, and Apple will need to address all of those. That’s why they’re pushing more
into the design space, because they want to become that iconic design. … They have an iconic phone and an iconic
computer. They want to be upscale, but that still doesn’t help them with the exercise device.”
 “Eventually it won’t be necessary to have the phone and the watch. We’ll only need one device to communicate with.
But a do-all device will be expensive at first. That could be the Apple Watch.”
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“For now Apple is going to get a margin on both the expensive iPhone and the expensive Apple Watch. Some people
will take both to go exercising.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “The early adopters and the tech-savvy will be the first to switch from low-end watches to the Apple Watch.”
 “There are casual watches now that have more technology built into them than before, and I think that’s going to
accelerate. There will be smarter Rolexes.”
 “But there will always be purists, and Rolex and Omega will continue to maintain their analog line.”
Miscellaneous
 “People will need a device that can communicate with the locks on their doors and other connected objects and
appliances in their homes. Sometimes people don’t take their phone, so the watch will be practical. Or an exercise
band. It has to be something that’s not easy to forget to have on you. … People know that Apple will be in the home,
and everybody will be connecting. That alone is future proofing. People are more likely to go with Apple because they
have the clout to make the connection to the home.”
 “Just like Apple is going in the car, it’s conceivable that Apple could partner with the more traditional watch
companies, maybe even the high end but definitely the midtier, and offer to connect them to all the Apple apps for
using their base technology. In other words, license their SDK and intellectual property to get them to these other
watches. But first they will try to do it alone to see if they can take on everybody. This is something I could see them
doing if they struggle with the watch.”


4) Industry Specialists
Market share losses are likely for midprice traditional watchmakers, according to two of these three sources; one expects
Seiko, Citizen, Binda Italia S.r.L.’s Breil, and Swatch’s Hamilton and Longines brands to be at risk. The third source represents
the fashion industry and thinks the Apple Watch will struggle because the fashion and luxury markets are not a part of the
Apple culture. Also, the Watch lacks a “killer” app to propel it beyond Apple fans. Some watchmakers are using its
introduction to become more innovative. Frederique Constant, Alpina, Breitling and LVMH’s Bulgari have all introduced
connected watches or watches with smart features. Distribution and sales of the Apple Watch are expected to be tightly
controlled at first and not available for purchase alongside traditional watches. Two sources expect the initial launch of the
Apple Watch to be a success. The third source thinks only a fraction of iPad and iPhone users will purchase the Apple Watch
because it is not a true luxury or high-fashion device. One source said the Apple Watch could lure younger consumers new to
watches into the traditional watch market.

Key Silo Findings
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
- 2 expect market share losses for the midtier watchmakers.
- 1 thinks Apple will struggle with the Apple Watch in the fashion world.
- 1 cited Seiko, Citizen, Breil, Hamilton and Longines as possible share losers.
- Frederique Constant, Alpina, Breitling and Bulgari have introduced connected watches or watches with smart
features.
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
- Sales and distribution of Apple Watches will be tightly controlled by Apple initially. Expansion to the traditional watch
channel would require tech training for personnel.
Expected Consumer Behavior
- Younger non-watch–wearing consumers could be brought into the market by the Apple Watch.
Miscellaneous
- The Apple Watch’s battery life may become an issue.
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1) Gerben Bijpost, owner and editor-in-chief of Gentlemen’s Watch, a luxury magazine
The Apple Watch will eat into the €250 to €1,000 segment of quartz and mechanical watches. Affected brands will
include Seiko, Citizen, Breil, Hamilton and Longines. Some lower-end and midrange brands are being motivated to
innovate and have launched connected watches. The high-end watch market will not be affected because watch buyers
who want to spend €10,000 or €20,0000 value craftsmanship. Apple Watches eventually could be sold alongside
traditional watches in the same price range, but not initially because of service and training issues. Younger consumers,
early adopters and Apple fans will be the most motivated to buy an Apple Watch. The short battery life may be a problem.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “The Apple Watch will cannibalize the segments of the better-quality quartz watches—brands like Seiko, Citizen and
Breil in the range of €250 to €1,000—as well as the cheaper range of mechanical watches—brands like Hamilton
and Longines that are just below €1,000. People are going to think about it twice, and the Apple Watch will be a
serious alternative.”
 “There is no threat to the high-end. People who have €10,000 or €20,000 for a watch are serious about their
watches. They may buy an Apple Watch on the side but not as their main watch.”
 “Traditional watchmakers are already being motivated to add smart features. Frederique Constant and Alpina have
brought out a connected watch. So has Breitling. Bulgari is working on a concept watch that also has technology in it.
The Apple Watch is definitely inspiring traditional watch brands to look at their options. It’s interesting that they’re all
choosing different directions at the moment.”
 “For now, many of these new watches are more connected watches than
smartwatches.”
 “The more choice for the watch consumer, the better it is. A hybrid watch
The
Apple
Watch
will
with a mixture of craftsmanship and traditional mechanisms with some
cannibalize the segments of
technology would be interesting, like Bulgari’s approach. Their concept is
completely different from Breitling or Frederique Constant. They’ve included
the
better-quality
quartz
NFC technology in their watch so it can be used for things like opening
watches—brands like Seiko,
doors or making payments.”
Citizen and Breil in the range of
 “It’s a positive for the industry. … It’s motivating the brands to rethink what
€250 to €1,000—as well as the
they’re doing and come up with new products. It’s also bringing more
cheaper range of mechanical
attention to the watch industry in general. In addition, the younger
generation that doesn’t wear watches is being drawn to watches.”
watches—brands like Hamilton
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
and Longines that are just
 “The predictions for sales are a very wide range. Will it be considered a
below €1,000. People are
success at 8 million or at 41 million? I don’t think 8 million will be a
going to think about it twice,
problem for Apple. If public opinion is positive, they will reach 41 million
after that without a problem. But if there’s negative word-of-mouth, let’s say
and the Apple Watch will be a
about the battery life, they’ll have a big problem.”
serious alternative.
 “It’s possible the Apple Watch could be sold side by side with traditional
Owner & Editor-in-chief
watches, but probably not initially. Service would be a problem as well [in
Luxury Magazine
terms of] demonstrating to customers how the Apple Watch works. It would
require a lot of training. Watchmakers and jewelers are very conservative
companies.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “People buying in the lower segment, first-time watch buyers, will choose between a traditional watch and an Apple
Watch. The very high-end Apple Watches with the gold bracelets will be bought as second watches.”
 “It will be mainly younger people buying it, people who don’t necessarily value the craftsmanship of traditional
watches. Also early adopters and Apple lovers in general, and there are a lot of them.”
Miscellaneous
 “Pebble has a battery life of one week. The issue of battery life may be a problem in the Apple Watch’s future.”
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2) Chief editor of a leading fashion magazine
Although predicting the Apple Watch’s future success is difficult, this source thinks many factors are in its favor, including
introducing the device as a fashion item. The very high end of the traditional watch category will not be affected by the
Apple Watch.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “I don’t think the Apple Watch will compete with the high end of the watch
sector, with brands such as Cartier, Rolex, [Richemont’s] Panerai, Vacheron.
The midrange category could
In my opinion, they belong to another league. I don’t think that those big
also be affected as those
companies are at risk. I actually think they could complement each other in
people don’t necessarily have a
the future, whereby someone with a high income group would end up
high income and they would
buying a Rolex and an iWatch.”
perhaps have to opt between
 “Also … the big traditional high-end watches, such as Rolex, are retailed at
very high prices, and I don’t think an [Apple Watch] will ever reach those
buying the Apple Watch or a
prices.”
midrange traditional watch.
 “The midrange category could also be affected as those people don’t
Chief Editor
necessarily have a high income and they would perhaps have to opt
Leading Fashion Magazine
between buying the Apple Watch or a midrange traditional watch.”
 “The value and message of these high-end traditional watchmakers are
tradition with generations of experts in the art of watch making behind, savoir faire, very strong brand image of
exclusivity, and refinement of uniqueness. Smartwatches are at another level. I think … this watch is intended as for
massive consumption, with the idea of a high-end and fashionable product but not so exclusive as a Rolex. We are
talking about two different worlds here, which I believe could complement each other.”
 “The only ones in the traditional watch sector that could be affected by the introduction of the Apple Watch are the
midrange watches or the lower-end category within the high-end luxury watch sector. … If the Watch really
establishes itself, it is not that everyone in this segment will stop buying traditional watches, but it is likely that there
will be a portion of that segment who would opt for an Apple Watch instead of a traditional watch.”
 “I have started to see traditional watches making inroads with smart applications but so far very timidly; I think that
depending on the success of the Apple Watch, many of them will follow suit.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “Both traditional watches and smartwatches, including Apple Watches, are
aspirational.”
Apple is making lots of efforts
 “This is not just going to be another cool gadget targeted at tech freaks, but
for consumers to perceive the
Apple is presenting it also as a fashion item.”
Apple Watch not just as
 “It is difficult to know whether the Apple Watch will be a success or not, but I
think it has lots of guarantees to become a success. To begin with, it has
technology
but
also
as
Apple behind it. Up until now every product that Apple introduced in the
something more related to
market has been a success. … [Apple is] making inroads into the fashion
fashion that can offer luxury
market for the first time really. This is not going to be a purely electronic
and a premium fashion item
product, but it is being presented as a fashion item.”
too.
 “Now with the Apple Watch, fashion journalists and people representing this
sector are invited to their presentations. ... They want to integrate the
Chief Editor
fashion world into their world.”
Leading Fashion Magazine
 “Apple is making lots of efforts for consumers to perceive the Apple Watch
not just as technology but also as something more related to fashion that
can offer luxury and a premium fashion item too.”
 “The Apple Watch cannot really compete with the more upmarket traditional watches either in price or in their
mechanism, but they are competing with the upmarket traditional watches in the luxury element.”
 “During the Apple Watch presentation in San Francisco, we asked a well-known dandy interested in fashion and
technology about it. He said that he would always buy a Rolex but that he would also buy the Apple Watch now. ‘I
believe there is room for everybody,’ he said.”
 “Apple is going to be able to introduce the Apple Watch in the market successfully. Apple already has lots of
followers. … The potential consumer base is already big if you think of the number of consumers who have iPhones,
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iPads, etc. The first ones to adopt the product will be those who are very interested in technology as well as Apple
consumers. The jump to make the Apple Watch more widely sought-after will very much depend on how
significant/noteworthy the first adopters are.”
 “I see the Apple Watch being distributed at their own Apple stores, concept stores and perhaps exclusive multibrand
boutiques.”
 “I expect them to sell them online too.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
 “There are many people in the world who always want to have the very latest product in the market, the best
technology, etc. For many, the Apple Watch is going to represent that.”

3) Tito Chowdhury, lifestyle marketing executive and CEO of FashioNXT
The Apple Watch is unlikely to cannibalize the midrange or the high-end watch markets because Apple is not a fashion
company. The device will not become the next iPhone or iPad, because the business of placing products on bodies is a
far cry from putting them in people’s pockets or on tables and desks. The Apple Watch will struggle to be accepted as a
fashion item by all but the most rabid Apple acolytes. Apps for the Apple Watch must stand apart from those on
smartwatches already on the market.
Apple Watch’s Effect on the Traditional Watch Industry
 “I don’t think the Apple Watch will become another iPhone or iPad. The reason is that Apple is not a fashion
company. … Apple has never been successful in putting product on people’s bodies, which is a completely different
ball game to putting product in people’s pockets or on the table.”
 “Apple has, of course, hired fashion executives from places like Burberry, but fashion is not in Apple’s DNA.”
 “Apple is very different to Nike or Beats by Dr. Dre [now a division of Apple],
which were successful in getting on people’s bodies as a style statement. In
wearables, the winners and losers may be very different to what people are
The fundamental challenge of
thinking, just based on which companies have been successful in the tech
luxury is exclusivity. If everyone
space.”
can have it, it’s not luxury. The
 “Adoption will be limited within a fraction of Apple cult members.”
 “Apple Watch only works through Bluetooth connection, with some recent
$17,000 Apple Watch is
models of iPhone, further limiting its adoption to others. … The number of
fundamentally the same watch
people converting to iPhone to get the Apple Watch will be small.”
that sells for $359, with the
 “I’m still looking forward to seeing whether [developers] will come up with
main differences being plastic
amazing apps that are unique, that people cannot do in their iPhone. A big
deciding factor will be coming from the apps.”
vs. metal and the quality of the
 “So far there’s nothing significantly different on the Apple Watch I’ve seen
glass.
that is not already out there, not only from American products but also
Lifestyle Marketing Executive & CEO
Chinese companies. At CES this year there were scores of Chinese
FashioNXT
companies that came up with a smartwatch. Many of them were looking for
a big U.S. take-it-to-market partner or a big custom order.”
 “Beyond measuring heartbeats, blood flows, steps, etc., the Apple Watch ecosystem hasn’t developed anything that
is taking advantage of this precious real estate, which is a device connected to our bodies. The technology needs to
go beyond these basic functions, and help people actually make decisions.”
Apple Watch’s Sales and Distribution
 “Knowing Apple’s culture, it will want to maintain very strong control over the product experience, so even if they go
into multichannel stores with the watch, they will create their own boutique inside. They’re not going to have Best
Buy selling their product.”
 “People see Apple’s exponential success in handheld, with an ecosystem completely under its control—unlike the
Android platform—so people are afraid to think otherwise. But to become successful as a wearable, Apple has to
fundamentally change its DNA to a fashion company to be successful in the fashion space.”
Expected Consumer Behavior
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“The power of the Apple cult is huge. But the percentage of that impacting fashion product sales is small. Apple is
not a luxury brand. Marketing to luxury consumers is the ultimate quest, the ultimate challenge. … Apple and other
tech companies … want to sell one fundamental design to everybody, so by definition they can’t be exclusive.”
“It’s especially in Apple’s culture to come up with one highly optimized design/UX and sell hundreds of millions of
them, which is a different philosophy than a fashion [accessory] brand. Even the watch brands or bracelet lines …
launch assortments of quite different yet synergic products each season and year.”
“The fundamental challenge of luxury is exclusivity. If everyone can have it, it’s not luxury. The $17,000 Apple Watch
is fundamentally the same watch that sells for $359, with the main differences being plastic vs. metal and the
quality of the glass.”
“By making the same product in such a wide range … I think that’s a mistake if you’re trying to target the luxury
fashion market. [Apple] … just changed the watch band, material and the name extensions, more like car models
than fashion brands. They did not do a good job in differentiating one from the other as a fashion brand.”

5) SurveyMonkey Poll
Our SurveyMonkey Poll comprised 151 U.S. consumers who wear a traditional wristwatch. Respondents are more likely to
purchase a traditional watch than an Apple Watch or another smartwatch in the next four months, and viewed smartwatches
as a supplement to rather than a replacement for traditional watches. Most respondents said they would not buy an Apple
Watch. However, if a respondent were to buy an Apple Watch, doing so would eliminate or decrease the likelihood of
purchasing a traditional wristwatch this year. Those open to buying an Apple Watch were willing to pay $350 to $400. Most
believe the Apple Watch will offer no or very little additional value to consumers beyond their smartphones. They said they buy
a traditional watch every two to six or more years, and favor Timex, Seiko, Casio, Fossil Group Inc. (FOSL) and Citizen.
Respondents wear traditional watches, and are more likely to get a traditional watch than an Apple Watch in the next four
months. Also, they would purchase a traditional wristwatch over any smartwatch if both were evenly priced.
 90.6% were not at all likely to purchase an Apple Watch in the next four months. (Q3)
o 2% were extremely likely to purchase an Apple Watch in the next four months. (Q3)
o Respondents ages 18 to 44 were the most likely to purchase an Apple Watch in the next four months. (Q3,
filtered by age)
 56.4% were not at all likely to purchase a traditional watch in the next four months. (Q4)
o 21.5% were somewhat likely to purchase a traditional watch in the next four months. (Q4)
o 6% were extremely likely to purchase a traditional watch in the next four months. (Q4)
o Respondents ages 18 to 29 were the most likely to purchase a traditional watch in the next four months.
(Q4, filtered by age)
 61.5% would purchase a traditional watch over the Apple Watch or another smartwatch if similarly priced. (Q6)
o 28.4% would purchase an Apple Watch over a traditional wristwatch or another smartwatch if similarly
priced. (Q6)
o Younger respondents were more likely than their older counterparts to choose a smartwatch. (Q6, filtered
by age)
o Men were more likely than women to choose a smartwatch. (Q6, filtered by gender)
Respondents viewed smartwatches slightly more often as supplements to rather than as replacements for traditional
wristwatches; however, those ages 18 and 29 believed the opposite.
 56.8% believe smartwatches are supplements to traditional wristwatches. (Q5)
o 43.2% believe smartwatches are replacements for traditional wristwatches. (Q5)
o Respondents ages 18 to 29 were the main age group to lean more toward viewing smartwatches as
replacements for rather than supplements to traditional wristwatches. (Q5, filtered by age)
Purchasing an Apple Watch this year would eliminate or decrease the likelihood of purchasing a traditional wristwatch for the
majority of respondents.
 42.2% said an Apple Watch purchase would eliminate the likelihood of buying a traditional wristwatch this year. (Q8)
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27.9% said an Apple Watch purchase would not change the likelihood of buying a traditional wristwatch this
year. (Q8)
23.8% said an Apple Watch purchase would decrease the likelihood of buying a traditional wristwatch this
year. (Q8)
6.2% said an Apple Watch purchase would increase the likelihood of buying a traditional wristwatch this
year. (Q8)

Most respondents would not pay anything for an Apple Watch; those willing to purchase one would pay $350 to $400.
Meanwhile, most respondents would pay between $0 and $300 for a traditional wristwatch.
 77.1% would not pay anything for an Apple Watch since they do not want one. (Q9)
o 17.4% would pay between $350 and $400 for an Apple Watch. (Q9)
o 4.2% would pay between $550 and $650 for an Apple Watch. (Q9)
 71.6% would pay between $0 and $300 for a traditional wristwatch. (Q10)
Most respondents believe the Apple Watch offers no or very little additional value to consumers beyond their smartphones.
 56.3% said the Apple Watch does not add value for consumers beyond their smartphones. (Q11)
o 4.9% believe the Apple Watch adds a considerable amount of value for consumers. (Q11)
Respondents buy a new watch every two to six or more years, and own watches from Timex, Seiko, Casio, Fossil and/or
Citizen.
 37.2% purchase a new watch every six or more years. (Q7)
o 22.3% purchase a new watch once every five years. (Q7)
o 20.9% purchase a new watch once every two years. (Q7)
 Timex (29.3%), Seiko (20%), Casio (16%), Fossil (14%) and Citizen (14%) were the top five traditional wristwatches
owned by respondents. (Q2)
1. Do you wear a traditional wristwatch?
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2. Which brands of traditional watches do you own?

3. How likely are you to purchase an Apple Watch in the next four months?

4. How likely are you to purchase a traditional watch in the next four months?
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5. Do you view smartwatches as replacements for or as supplements to traditional wristwatches?

6. Which are you more likely to purchase if the price is the same?

7. How often do you buy a new watch (regardless of whether it is a traditional wristwatch or a smartwatch)?
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8. If you were to purchase an Apple Watch, how would that affect your purchase of a traditional watch this year?

9. How much would you pay for an Apple Watch?

10. How much would you pay for a traditional wristwatch?
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11. Do you think the Apple Watch adds value for consumers beyond their smartphones?

Secondary Sources
The following seven secondary sources discussed the Apple Watch’s effect on the traditional watch industry as well as
traditional and new watch companies entering the smartwatch market.

Apple Watch’s Effect on Watch Industry
Tissot and Fossil will suffer from the Apple Watch’s entry into the market; however, Apple’s intentions with its watch lean
more heavily toward collecting data from users than in competing with the traditional watch industry. The co-founder of
Swatch predicts brands below the $1,000 price point will be most affected by the Apple Watch. A NASA engineer and watch
aficionado believes younger consumers will buy smartwatches but then will turn to luxury watches when they reach their 40s.
A techie blogger believes traditional luxury watch wearers will become hooked on the Apple Watch and then will purchase
fewer high-end watches.
March 19 Jeweller article
A jewelry expert believes the Apple Watch will take a chunk out of traditional watch brands in the $500 to $1,500 range.
Tissot and Fossil could be hurt the most. Apple’s and Google’s purpose for smartwatches is to collect purchasing habit
information, not to compete with watchmakers.




“I am not sure if the Apple Watch is one of the most anticipated products of the last 10 years or if no one really
cares. It has certainly caused endless speculation and gossip. Depending on which side of the fence you sit, we are
either about to see the greatest shakeup of the industry since the Japanese ‘stole’ the watch industry from the Swiss
in the 1970s—only to find that the Swiss fought back with the Swatch Watch in the 1980s—or it [the Apple Watch
entry] will be rather ho-hum. It’s all very confusing and regardless, I firmly believe the watch industry, and many
others are missing the point; Apple is not selling a watch.”
“Pundits have suggested the Apple Watch might have affected last Christmas’ sales of rival watch brands because
buyers were waiting to see the enormously hyped product. Incredibly some Australian state police have warned
about the Apple Watch distracting drivers suggesting that they could be fined for using it.”
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“Industry experts and financial analysts have already singled out Swatch Group’s Tissot as a brand selling in the
$500 to $1,500 price range that might be affected by the Apple Watch. Some 20% of Swatch’s sales are reported to
come from its low and mid-priced ranges. Swatch’s shares traded 2.5% lower on the Zurich exchange after Apple
announced its plans last year. At one point, Swatch’s shares had already lost nearly 18 percent of their value, which
some financial analysts attributed to Apple’s entry into the watch market.”
“Many of Fossil’s watch brands might be harmed, experts say. However, I doubt that an Apple device will affect the
sales of high-end luxury brands because those watches aren’t purchased as timepieces.”
“I doubt anyone considering buying or, as the Swiss would say ‘investing’, in a $5,000 to $20,000 heritage brand
would choose the Apple model instead; however there can be no doubt that it will not only steal sales from some
traditional brands but also reinvigorate the wider watch market by introducing a new generation to traditional
timepieces and to wearing something on their wrists.”
“Still, the debate is missing the point. Not only is the Apple Watch not a watch, and therefore not meant to compete
with traditional watches, Apple’s ultimate objective is surely not about selling timepieces. Apple has US$178 billion
in cash sitting in the bank. Therefore, do you think Apple really set out on this path to sell more watches than the
Swiss, or the Japanese for that matter?”
“The business model of traditional watch companies is to sell a watch, get paid and hope the customer returns to
buy another watch at some point in the future. But Apple doesn’t play that game. The Apple Watch (and the Google
watch) are focused on driving future income streams, directly from that product.”
“However, the new devices from Apple and Google will act as gateways to the consumer’s wallet and what better way
to unlock their wallet than to literally strap the ‘gate’ directly to the consumer’s wrist so that the income stream
keeps flowing towards Apple and Google long after the initial purchase of the product.”
“We can all agree that most luxury watches these days are bought as jewelry and status symbols—we can discuss all
these things and much more but we’re missing the main game in doing so.”
“Google knows what you’re searching for, Facebook knows what you like, and Apple (and Amazon) knows what
you’re buying. They all know where you are most of the day; a ‘watch’ is the last thing on the minds of these
companies! Apple and Google aren’t competing against the Swiss and Japanese, nor do they need revenue from
selling you a watch; but they do want to own your wrist to gain access to your wallet every hour of the day, long after
you made that original purchase. They want to ‘pick your pocket’ and now have the technology to do that. You will be
happily assisting them by strapping the device to your wrist.”
“I think jewelry retailers should welcome the Apple Watch because the traditional market will eventually benefit from
a new generation of watch connoisseurs.”

March 11 TechnoBuffalo.com article
Swatch’s co-founder expects watches selling for less than $1,000 to be significantly affected by the Apple Watch.









“Swatch co-founder Elmar Mock believes the Apple Watch is going to send a shock through the watch business and
that it may cause a real threat to watchmakers.”
“‘Anything in the price range of 500 francs to 1,000 francs is really in danger,’ Mock told Bloomberg in an interview
recently, noting that he believes we’re on the cusp of an ‘Ice Age’ in the watch industry. ‘[The Apple Watch] will put a
lot of pressure on the traditional watch industry and jobs in Switzerland,’ Mock continued. ‘Apple will succeed
quickly.’ Mock says there’s too much ‘arrogance’ in the Swiss watch industry and that traditional watchmakers
haven’t taken smartwatches seriously.”
“Mock’s range of 500 francs to 1,000 francs means he’s talking about the watch market below $1,000 dollars,
which means watchmakers selling devices in that range may be in for a rude awakening. The Apple Watch starts at
$349 but costs as much as $17,000, depending on the model and band a consumer selects. He believes that the
Apple Watch will mostly affect the low-end to midrange luxury watch market and that high-priced watches may be
safe for the time being.”
“Others don’t quite agree. LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SA head Jean-Clausde Biver, which owns TAG Heuer,
doesn’t think the Apple Watch will threaten his business. Mock also told Bloomberg that Swiss watchmakers have
access to the right technology to compete, but that it’s going to be a matter of top brass reacting ‘accordingly’ to
Apple’s business model.”
“‘Apple won’t die if the smartwatch isn’t a success,’ Mock said. ‘But in the next two to three years, a part of the Swiss
watch market will suffer strongly.’”
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Sept. 12, 2014, Quora Q&A forum
A NASA engineer and watch fan answered a Quora question about the traditional watch industry’s demise as related to
the rise of smartwatches. He believes the midmarket will be affected but that high-end watches will be immune. He also
expects millennials to begin wearing traditional watches when they reach their 40s.






“[The Apple Watch] may well hurt sales of inexpensive watch brands like Swatch, Fossil, Seiko, and Casio, but will
have little to no effect on the sales of upscale luxury brands like Omega, Breitling, or TAG Heuer. Fine Swiss watches
make up 2.5% of the market volume but 54% of the market value.”
“Manufacturers like Swatch and Casio may need to find ways to redefine their products to better fit into the wearable
technologies market. But brands like Omega, Breitling, and TAG Heuer are producing a product that far exceeds a
simple mechanism for telling time. They are producing pieces of craftsmanship and art. They are producing
heirlooms. They are providing analogue escape from a digital world.”
“The Apple Watch is an attractive product and has utility. I’m an Apple fanboy. But I find myself with no interest in
owning an Apple Watch because it cannot compare to the experience of wearing an analogue watch. There is just
something special about a mechanical watch. Its elegance can’t be met.”
“As a lover of watches, I pay great attention to them and always have. It’s true that the average 20-something isn’t
wearing a watch while the average 40-something is. But that should not be read as a generational thing, because the
same thing was observable 20 years ago. It says more about chronological age, than generation. My observation has
been that as people mature, they often develop a greater fondness for watches.”

March 20 Marco.org blog
A techie blogger believes many luxury consumers will not buy as many watches once they become used to the Apple
Watch. Also, non-watch wearers who purchase a smartwatch likely will not cross over and buy a high-end luxury watch.









“A common theory among existing watch manufacturers and watch owners, exemplified by TAG Heuer CEO JeanClaude Biver, is that the Apple Watch not only won’t hurt the existing high-end watch market, but will probably even
help it:”
“People will keep buying dumbwatches, and people who don’t buy dumbwatches will buy the Apple Watch. The big
question is whether the people who buy dumbwatches and the Apple Watch will continue wearing and buying
dumbwatches for very long.”
“The Apple Watch isn’t just a watch, interchangeable like any other. It’s an entire mobile computing and
communication platform, and a significant enhancement to the smartphone, which is probably the most successful,
ubiquitous, and disruptive electronic device in history. Once you’re accustomed to wearing one, going out for a night
without your Apple Watch is going to feel like going out without your phone.”
“I suspect smartwatches will be a one-way move for most of their owners, and most people won’t wear two watches
at once. The iPod didn’t make people appreciate portable music enough to buy a Discman for the weekends, and the
iPhone didn’t ignite interest in flip-phones or PDAs.”
“Some people will always want to own and wear traditional watches, but they’ll only become more of a niche, not a
growing market. People will buy whichever kind of smartwatch works with their phone platform—iPhone owners will
get Apple Watches, and Android owners will get Pebbles or Android Wear watches—and then, most of them will be
effectively removed from the traditional watch world from that point forward.
“The dumbwatch industry’s best hopes are either their own successful lines of Android Wear watches, or praying that
the overlap between their customers and smartwatch buyers doesn’t get very big.”

Other Watch Companies Announcing Smart Features
TAG Heuer has partnered with Google to produce a luxury smartwatch. A former Google and Apple product developer and
founder of Olio released his company’s first luxury smartwatch lines. Meanwhile, Montblanc released a smartband that
attaches to a user’s existing luxury watch and employs many typical smartwatch features.
March 19 Versus.com article
TAG Heuer has partnered with Google to produce an Android-based smartwatch that will compete with the Apple Watch.
The TAG CEO claimed the Apple Watch looks like a miniaturized copy of the iPhone.


“Luxury Swiss watchmaker TAG Heuer has officially announced a partnership with Google in an effort to create its
own Android Wear-powered smartwatch.”
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“Switzerland has long been known to dominate the high-end wrist-wear industry. The firm, which is part of the LVMH
Group, announced the partnership with Google and Intel today at the Baselworld trade show in Switzerland. It is the
first company to join Google’s wearable tech ecosystem.”
“Jean-Claude Biver, the president of LVMH’s watch division, stated that his business needed to look beyond Swiss
borders to create a smartwatch. ‘There are two operating systems: one is Apple’s iOS, the other is Android Wear—
who are we to invent another language at that level?’ he said. ‘It would be absurd, it would be arrogant to believe
that we could develop our own [operating system]. It would be a catastrophe to believe such a stupid thing.’”
“‘There is no doubt that we could eventually go to Apple, but why should we do a partnership with Apple, who is
producing watches? On the one side they would be partners, on the other a competitor. Google is not producing
watches, so the relationship is perfect.’”
“Around 720,000 watches powered by Android Wear were bought in 2014, and with the Apple Watch launch looming
in only a couple of weeks, everyone in the watch industry seems to agree that Apple’s massively funded marketing
campaign has raised awareness for the whole sector.”
“As Apple is only compatible with its own operating system, it leaves a huge market for those that use Android
phones, which is already a more widespread OS than Apple’s.”
“TAG Heuer has not yet revealed details about watch will look like, but they assure that it will look different.
According to Mr. Biver, ‘It will be a traditional look. It will not look like an Apple Watch. An Apple Watch looks like a
miniaturised copy of its phone. Our watch will never look like a phone.’”

March 28 Business Insider article
Olio is a new luxury smartwatch brand founded by a Google and Apple product developer and launched its first two
collections in late March. Olio resembles a high-end traditional watch in appearance but contains such smart features as
Bluetooth and a cloud-based assistant.






“Olio is a higher-end smartwatch that launched its first two collections today. The limited-edition pieces feature ‘topof-the-line materials and craftsmanship typically found in high-end Swiss watches,’ the company states in a release.”
“One of Olio’s co-founders, Steve Jacobs, has led product development at Apple, Google, Beats by Dre and Amazon.
He says that the company’s Model One watch was designed as the ‘antithesis of a mass market product, produced
to be everything to everyone.’”
“The Olio watches have a very similar look to other higher-end watches, with leather or stainless steel bands and a
simple round face, but it streamlines notifications into a ‘simple and intuitive time-based format’ to not overload you
with data at any given time. The more you use it, the more it understands what you deem important and sorts
information accordingly.”
“Additional features include Olio Assist, a cloud-based assistant that offers suggestions based on your preferences, a
Control Hub that allows you to adjust thermostats, lights and make payments, and the ability to sync it to your Apple
or Android phone. As Forbes reports, the company is ‘building all of its hardware and software from scratch.’”
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“To help develop that image of exclusivity, there are only 500 watches of each model available for pre-order right
now, priced from $595 to $745. The first batch will ship this summer. So far, reviews from Forbes and the Verge are
fairly positive about its look, functionality and luxe feel.”

Jan. 6 Esquire article
Montblanc entered the smartwatch frenzy with a smartband that attaches to a user’s existing luxury watch. It performs
the same functions as other smartwatches, but does not detract from style.








“Smartwatches are shiny and futuristic, but they lack a certain dignity and don’t contain any of the fine mechanical
gravitas that makes automatic wristwatches such covetable luxury items. Also, you can’t use them to make phone
calls like Dick Tracy. For these reasons luxury watch fans remain skeptical about the gadgets and are unlikely to buy
into the hype.”
“Which is why Montblanc’s new TimeWalker Urban Speed e-Strap might just change the game completely. Sure,
other smartbands and module add-ons for watches are already on the market, but they too look a bit goofy, and
certainly take away from the magnificence of a Patek Philippe or Panerai. However, Montblanc designed the e-strap
for just such watches.”
“The TimeWalker Urban Speed e-Strap features a carbon treated leather band that resists abrasion, water, heat, and
even fire. The electronic components sit in a gasket-sealed interchangeable steel case. The e-Strap doesn’t skimp on
technology either. It uses Bluetooth Low Energy to connect to Android or iOS smartphones and features a
touchscreen for checking emails, texts, and social media, as well as monitoring phone calls and providing
appointment reminders.”
“The Montblanc TimeWalker Urban Speed e-Strap hits stores in June, and can be purchased alone for $418 or
attached to a Montblanc automatic watch for $3,759.”
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